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Abstract 

This master thesis is focused on implementation of the process simulating the “Creeping” 

loadcase into the existing interface used for multi-body simulation of vehicle drivetrain. The 

“Creeping” was defined as driving a vehicle without hitting a gas pedal in low gears. It was 

decided to simulate this state by introducing forces of the Driving resistance – Air Drag force 

Fa, Rolling Resistance force Fr and horizontal part of the Gravity force Fgx. These forces were 

modelled in SimulationX software and model for “Creeping” loadcase in SimulationX was 

defined – it was based on change of the angle of the hill grade, which gives the results needed 

for the Creeping behavior. Then Matlab files needed for the run and post processing of the 

simulation were created, which analyze the results in dependency on time or mean engine 

torque. Then the correctness of the process was controlled in comparison with experimental 

data. This comparison showed that the process is working without major problems; the results 

showed similar trend, but they were influenced by the lack of the input data from the 

experiment. 

Key words 

Torsional damper, drivetrain Driving resistance, engine torque, Creeping, SimulationX, 
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Abstrakt 

Tato diplomová práce je zaměřena na implementaci procesu simulace zatěžovacího zatížení 

do stávajícího rozhraní používaného pro multi-body simulace hnacího vozidla. „Creeping“ 

bylo definováno jako řízení vozidla bez nárazu na plynový pedál v nízkých převodech. Bylo 

rozhodnuto simulovat tento stav zavedením sil Jízdních odporů – Aerodynamická odporová 

síla Fa, síla Valivého odporu Fr a horizontální část Gravitační síly Fgx. Tyto síly byly 

modelovány v softwaru SimulationX a byl definován model pro zatížení „Creeping“ – ten byl 

založen na změně stoupání kopce, což dalo výsledky potřebné pro analýzu chování při stavu 

„Creeping“. Poté byly vytvořeny soubory v softwaru Matlab potřebné pro běh a následné 

zpracování simulace, které analyzují výsledky v závislosti na čase nebo průměrném točivém 

momentu motoru. Potom byla správnost procesu kontrolována ve srovnání s experimentálními 

daty. Toto srovnání ukázalo, že proces pracuje bez velkých problémů; výsledky vykazovaly 

podobný trend, byly ale ovlivněny nedostatkem vstupních dat z experimentu. 
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Introduction and problem definition 

Definition of the Problem Situation 

Company ZF Friedrichshafen AG is one of the biggest manufacturers of the vehicle 

components. In a branch office ZF Schweinfurt there is done development and manufacturing 

of torsional dampers, which subject is to damp irregularities made by run of an engine. This 

helps to raise a driving comfort, lower the noise in interior of the vehicle and, most 

importantly, rise the lifetime of the gearbox, which doesn't have to be exposed to so high 

load cycles. 

During process of development, torsional dampers are tested in multi body simulations in a 

simulation package called SimDVP, which is using computer softwares Matlab and 

SimulationX. This package is able to simulate various driving conditions - Driving with a 

wide open throttle, when the all feasible torque from engine is used for pulling the vehicle or 

Idle, when engine is running only with resistance of a drag torque of the engine and drag 

torque of the open clutch. 

One of simulated loadcases in ZF is loadcase creeping, when the engine is pulling the vehicle 

only by an idle speed. This case is now modelled by a loadcase Drive (driving with a wide 

open throttle), but this simulation is not very realistic, even when some of car manufacturers 

require this type of results. Better description can be done by running an engine with 

a constant idle speed and raising the resistance of the rest of the car components. This now 

has to be done manually in the SimulationX software and then it is elaborately exported to the 

SimDVP process. 

Goal of the Solution 

I. Definition of a loadcase Creeping. What is loadcase Creeping, how it is created during 

the driving of the vehicle, how is it different from loadcases already implemented in 

SimDVP process. 

II. Definition of needed simulation object, which are needed for trustful simulation of a 

loadcase Creeping. Are all the components of the drivetrain needed, or is it necessary 

to add some components to the drivetrain? 

III. Definition, which object parameters are affecting behavior during loadcase Creeping 

and which are needed for its simulation. 

IV. Implementation of these objects with needed parameters into SimulationX software 

and Matlab software and creation of needed SimDVP files needed for smooth and 

correct running of all simulation and evaluating process. 

V. Creation of a simulation of a real vehicle and comparison with results of experiment 

done with this vehicle. 
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1 Damping of the torsional vibrations 

1.1 Damping of Engine Irregularities 

First, there should be explained why it is needed to have torsional dampers in a vehicle 

drivetrain. If is considered an internal combustion engine, its distribution of torque is not 

smooth.  Peaks and non-linear distribution of engine torque is caused by movement of piston, 

which is not moving all the time by constant speed, and by pressure generated during 

combustion, which is done by each cylinder only once in two rotations of crankshaft. 

These peaks in the output torque are generating torsional vibrations, which are transferred 

through the shafts further to the drivetrain. This is affecting several parameters of the vehicle 

usage, like noise, driving comfort or life of the drivetrain components. Today, when the effort 

of the carmakers is to reduce the fuel consumption by having higher torque in smaller engine 

speeds and with less number of cylinders, these torque peaks are getting significantly higher. 

This is shown on Figure 1.1, where can be seen the development of a torque produced by a 

3-liter diesel engine from year 1990 to year 2000. 

 

Figure 1.1 Rise of the engine torque produced by 3-liter diesel engine in recent years [1] 

For damping the peaks in engine torque can be used two types of devices, torsional dampers 

and flywheels. Torsional dampers are based on dissipating rotational energy by combination 

of springs and friction devices. As can be seen on Figure 1.2 Angle-Torque characteristics of 

the torsional damper, there's a theoretical curve of the torsional damper, which is just a line - 

no damping is happening there, because the friction is not active. The blue line is when the 

damper is subjected to fluctuating torque during engine speed of 1000 rpm, and there can be 

seen a hysteresis, which is defining energy dissipated by a friction heat. 
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Figure 1.2 Angle-Torque characteristics of the torsional damper 

Second option how to make torque curve smoother is usage of flywheels. Flywheels are 

devices, which are storing rotational energy instead of dissipating it and they are very 

effective in lowering torque jumps between combustion and non-combustion parts of the 

engine run. However, higher inertia flywheels, which will be perfectly suitable for lowering 

engine fluctuations, have problems in large dimensions and weight and it is harder to speed 

them up, which is making the engine reactions slower. 

1.2 Examples of torsional dampers 

1.2.1 Dual Mass Flywheel 

 

Figure 1.3 Components of a Dual Mass Flywheel [2] 

First and today most used type of torsional damper is a dual mass flywheel. It merges 

the positives from both ways of suppressing the torsional vibrations. It consists of the primary 

mass, connected to the engine crankshaft, and secondary mass, which is connected to 

the transmission input shaft. Both are supported by a bearing, so they can move easily 

independently to each other. Increasing mass inertia of both sides is helping a lot with the 

decoupling behavior; unfortunately, there are the same limitations as with the one mass 

flywheel. Both sides are connected to each other by a set of multiple springs connected in a 
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serial and parallel order. The springs do not have to have the same stiffness, which is used for 

making multiple stage characteristics. Mostly it is done by using softer springs as a starting 

stage, which are working during low engine torque, and stiffer springs for high engine torque. 

1.2.2 Clutch Disc Damper 

 

Figure 1.4 Clutch Disc with Predamper and Main Damper [3] 

Clutch Disc Damper is a traditional way how to suppress engine torque peaks. It is a 

damper included in a clutch disc, which primary side is connected to engine output shaft 

and secondary side is made by the clutch disc itself (in it are made hole for connecting 

the springs). Mostly there are used two stages again, but by two dampers in a serial order. 

The softer one is called Predamper and it is used for an idle or creeping behavior, when 

the engine torque is small. For drive mode is used Main Damper, which is made from stiffer 

springs. This type of damper has big advantage in its price and needed space (all is included 

in clutch disc), but its damping ability is smaller in comparison with Dual Mass Flywheel. 

1.2.3 Hydrodynamic Torque Converter 

 

Figure 1.5 Twin-damper Torque Converter [4] 

Hydrodynamic Torque Converter is normally used as a coupling device in vehicles 

with automatic or variable transmission. It is based on a fluid coupling, which is also 

providing dissipation of the energy. In case that better damping behavior is needed, it is 

possible to include another damper with arc springs into the torque converter. 
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1.2.4 Centrifugal Pendulum Absorber 

 

Figure 1.6 Dual Mass Flywheel with CPVA [2] 

Centrifugal Pendulum Absorber, or shorter CPVA, is a device based on increasing 

inertia by a centrifugal force. First, it was used in an aircraft industry, but few decades ago it 

was customized for usage in car industry. It is composed from multiple pendulums suspended 

from the rotor, so they can oscillate in a plane perpendicular to the rotational axis. During 

the vibrations the masses are moving relatively to the axis of the rotation of the crankshaft. 

This is making a centrifugal force, which tends to increase the flywheel inertia, e.g. its 

decoupling behavior. It is used mostly in combination with Dual Mass Flywheel, when it is 

connected to the secondary side of the flywheel.  
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2 Definition of the Creeping loadcase 

The basic definition of Creeping is driving in at without hitting a gas pedal in a low gear. 

Because on the wheels are acting force of the driving resistance, which can vary depending on 

the outside conditions (hill grade or blowing wind), the torque needed to be generated in the 

engine is rising and then it is needed to control it that the engine will not stall
1
. 

2.1 Idle Speed Controlling of the Engine 

That is why first is needed to define what the idle speed is and how it is achieved in a 

car, that the speed is still constant. 

Idle Speed Controller (or shorter ISC), is a device, which is preventing the engine from 

stalling. When no throttle is added, then the engine speed is going down, because no 

significant amount of fuel and air is supplied into the engine, so the torque for pulling 

the vehicle is not provided to the drivetrain. The goal of ISC is to keep the engine speed on 

some desired minimum value despite any external loading like raising hill grade of the road 

or any load created by accessory like air conditioning, power steering, or alternator [5].  

The main parameter controlled by the ISC is engine speed. Another parameters are used for 

controlling can be throttle position or various loading sensors from transmission or vehicle 

accessory. The output parameters depend on a way, how the crankshaft angular velocity 

is influenced. First way is controlling the engine by a throttle bypass valve, which is letting to 

flow more or less air to the engine, depending on the decision of the ISC. This can be applied 

also by controlling the throttle valve itself [6]. Second way of influencing the engine speed 

can be done by spark control, which is done by retarding a spark with respect to the maximum 

torque-production capabilities.  

2.2 Transfer of the Engine Torque 

When the engine torque is applied on the crankshaft, it must be somehow transferred to 

the wheels of the vehicle. That’s the target of the drivetrain. Because behavior of the 

drivetrain depending on the outside factors will be investigated, it is needed to define how the 

torque is transmitted to the road. For this, usage of the model of a rigid drivetrain without 

friction will be sufficient. Later for the simulations will be added the friction, stiffness and 

damping. 

                                                 
1
 Stalling – When the engine stops to run in the moment when it is not requested by the driver 
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Figure 2.1 Transmitting of the torque through the driveline [7] 

On the Figure 2.1 can be seen a driveline of a rear wheel drive vehicle with all its important 

parts. The torque is transferred through clutch, transmission (where is changed by the gear 

ratio), propshaft, final drive differential (where is changed again by the final drive ratio) and 

drive shafts to wheels, where it is applied to the road surface.  

On the beginning, there’s first loss of the torque right after the engine by consumer torques of 

the auxiliary devices like air conditioning or power steering. The torque entering the clutch is 

then lowered by the value Taux in the following equation 2.1. 

 𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑢𝑥 (2.1) 

After the clutch the torque is transferred to the transmission with no change of its value. Then 

it is changed in the gearbox, so the torque transferred from transmission (labelled Tt) to 

propshaft has to be multiplied by the gear ratio itp. 

 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑝 ∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑝 (2.2) 

Because the propshaft is just for the transmitting of the torque to the final drive, the value of 

the torque entering the final drive (Tf) is the same as the output torque from the 

transmission (Tp). Then on the output shaft of the final drive the value is changed again by the 

final drive ratio idw. 

 𝑇𝑓 = 𝑇𝑝 = 𝑇𝑑 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑤 (2.3) 

From the final drive it is the torque Td carried by the driveshafts to wheels, where it is applied 

to the road through the tire radius rw as a propulsion force Fw. 

 𝐹𝑤 =
𝑇𝑤

𝑟𝑤
=

𝑇𝑑

𝑟𝑤
 (2.4) 

Now, when the equations 2.1 to 2.4 are combined, it is possible to write the final 

equation (2.5) of the dependency of the propulsion force on the engine torque. 

 𝐹𝑤 =
𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑢𝑥

𝑟𝑤
∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑝 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑤 (2.5) 
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2.3 Definition of the Resistance Forces 

 

Figure 2.2 Illustration of forces acting on the vehicle body and important for the longitude propulsion [7] 

To be able to model behavior of the vehicle during driving, it is necessary to take an 

overall view how the whole vehicle propulsion dynamics is behaving. This can be deduced 

from the outside overview of the vehicle, as can be seen on Figure 2.2. Then the combination 

of the forces leads to the final equation (2.6) of the vehicle longitude force balance [7]. 

 𝑚 ∗ �̇� =  𝐹𝑤 − 𝐹𝑏 − 𝐹𝐷𝑅 (2.6) 

In this equation (2.6) we can see three forces acting on the vehicle (Fw, Fb, FDR). The first, Fw, 

is a propulsion force of the vehicle and can be calculated from the moment acting on the 

wheel and was already derived in previous subchapter 2.2. This force is the only acting in the 

driving direction and pulling the vehicle forward. Another two forces are acting in opposite 

direction and so they’re reducing the effect of the propulsion. If the equation (2.6) has a 

positive result, then the vehicle is accelerating in the positive direction. If the result is 

negative, then the vehicle is decelerating, or accelerating in the opposite direction. 

At first of the braking force Fb will be described. It is generated when the brakes are actuated, 

so the moment applied from the brake caliper to the wheel axis is acting against the rotation of 

the wheel. Because the simulations are not calculating with the influence from the brakes, this 

forces is considered as Fb = 0. 

At second the driving resistance force FDR will be shown. It is the most important force for 

the simulation and it is acting against the longitude propulsion. It includes all external force 

acting on the vehicle, especially aerodynamic drag force Fa, gravitation force Fgx and rolling 

resistance force Fr. If the driving resistance force in the equation (2.1) is substituted by drag 

force Fa, rolling resistance force Fr and gravity force Fgx and brake force Fb is left out, we get 

the basic equation for the desired simulation model. 

 𝑚 ∗ �̇� =  𝐹𝑤 − 𝐹𝑎 − 𝐹𝑔𝑥 − 𝐹𝑟 (2.7) 

2.3.1 Aerodynamic Drag Force 

Aerodynamic drag force is created when the vehicle is moving through gas of some 

density (in vehicle engineering it is the air). The force is induced by normal forces due to the 

pressure on the body surface and shear forces due to the viscosity of the gas. It can be 

expressed by the equation (2.8) [7]. 
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 𝐹𝑎 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑐𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑣2 (2.8) 

In this equation (2.8) A is the cross section area of the vehicle from the front view, ρ is the air 

density, v is the vehicle velocity against the ground. This can be more divided to the velocity 

of the vehicle and velocity of the wind, but for usage in the simulations the velocity of the 

vehicle is sufficient, because wind velocity is very hard to predict. 

 

Figure 2.3 Contributions to the aerodynamic drag force [7] 

Last parameter affecting the drag force is cD, which is the drag coefficient. This coefficient is 

including all contributions from the vehicle shape, wheels and underbody, as can be seen on 

Figure 2.3. 

2.3.2 Rolling Resistance Force 

 

Figure 2.4 Illustration of the tire during the rolling [8] 

Another source of the driving resistance is the rolling resistance force. If the vehicle 

tire is pushed against the ground, then it is losing its round shape and as can be seen on the 

Figure 2.4, it is slightly deformed. During the vehicle movement, the tire has a non-symmetric 

distribution of a pressure on the contact surface, which leads to an offset of a resultant force 

Fz by an eccentricity e. In this state, the resultant force Fz is creating a resistance moment Mr 

acting against the rotational direction of the wheel. This moment Mr can be expressed as:  

 𝑀𝑟 = 𝐹𝑧 ∗ 𝑒 (2.9) 

When it is needed to know the resistance force Fr, the resistance moment Mr has to be divided 

by the radius of the tire rw and then the resistance coefficient cr can introduced, which is 

defined as the radius of the tire rw divided by the eccentricity e. If the resultant force Fz is 

substitued by a normal force N = m*g with dependency on the hill grade α, the final 

equation (2.10) of the rolling resistance force is obtained [7]. 
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 𝐹𝑟 =
𝑒

𝑟𝑤
∗ 𝐹𝑧 = 𝑐𝑟 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ cos (𝛼) 

(2.10) 

In reality the rolling resistance coefficient cr is not constant as the eccentricity is changing. It 

is a lot dependent on an outside temperature, temperature of the tire, road surface or a vehicle 

speed. [9] For example, on Figure 2.5 can be seen the dependency of the rolling resistance 

coefficient cr on the vehicle speed v. 

 

Figure 2.5 Speed dependency of rolling resistance coefficient [7] 

2.3.3 Gravitation Force 

The last and the largest contribution to the driving resistance force is the gravitation 

force Fgx from the grade changes of the road. According to [7], the grade changes have 41% 

contribution to the driving resistance. Its value can be calculated from part of the normal 

force N acting in parallel with the road surface, which is inclined to the ground by some 

known angle α, as can be seen on Figure 2.2. By a trigonometry functions the final 

equation (2.11) is obtained, where m is a mass of the vehicle and g is gravity acceleration. 

 𝐹𝑔𝑥 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ sin(𝛼) (2.11) 

2.3.4 Final Driving Resistance Force 

In the previous subchapters 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 were defined forces acting during 

the vehicle movement consisting of the propulsion force from the engine and driving 

resistance forces from gravitation, rolling resistance and air drag. When 

equations 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.10 and 2.11 are put together the final equation of the force acting on 

the vehicle (2.12) is derived. 

 𝑚 ∗ �̇� =  
𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑢𝑥

𝑟𝑤
∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑝 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑤 − 0.5 ∗ 𝑐𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑣2 − 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ sin(𝛼) − 𝑐𝑟 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ cos (𝛼) (2.12) 
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3 SimulationX model 

3.1 Simulation process in ZF Group 

For multi body simulations of the torsional dampers, the ZF Group is using a special 

consequence of two kinds of software to provide good stability, performance and precision 

of the simulation. First used software is SimulationX – software for building a simulation 

models and solver executable files. Its advantages are that it is a very good implicit solver for 

the mechanic, hydraulic and mechatronic simulations and it includes an easy-to-use interface. 

One of the disadvantages is that its post processing is not allowing any next processing of the 

results like for example to perform Fast Fourier Transformation. The second disadvantage is 

that this software can run only one variant of the simulation at one time. To overcome these 

disadvantages Matlab software is used in the process. There is programmed the SimDVP 

interface, which is handling first preparation of the simulation, adjusting it to the needed 

loadcase, collecting the part data, performing the simulation and the analysis of the results. 

 

Figure 3.1 Scheme of the simulation process used in ZF Group 

Overview of the whole simulation process in ZF is shown on Figure 3.1. The beginning of the 

simulation preparation is made in Matlab, where is created a basic simulation model by 

SimDVP Model Builder. Then, this model is opened in SimulationX, where are added 

connections between the parts of the model and initial conditions in each part are controlled. 

After this the simulation model is exported with the solver into the executable file. Then 

comes the automatic process handled by the SimDVP. An executable file and parameter file 

for the parts and loadcases are identified by the Matlab, the SimDVP sets up all simulation 

variants with the desired parameters and collects the results to a .mat file. These files are then 

loaded by the analyzing part of the SimDVP and desired analyzes are performed. In the end 

all results of the analyzes are exported to the PDF file. 

3.2 SimulationX software 

SimulationX is CAE software from German company ESI ITI. It is made for the 

physical simulations of the technical systems. It is based on object oriented language 

Modelica. Its approach to build a simulation model is different from FEA or CFD software – 

it divides the model into multiple equation based blocks and creates a network of connections 

between them. This allows making multi field systems consisting of mechanic, hydraulic, 

electric and thermal parts. These blocks are parametrized and has its own input and output 

parameters. For special occasions also customized blocks can be created – these can be 

defined by another systems inside of them and only some parameters can be controlled from 

outside. These custom blocks can be done in graphic interface or programmed by Modelica 

language syntax [10]. 
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SimulationX can be connected through CAx interfaces with another software, for example 

Adams, Matlab, Ansys or Cosmol, or the simulations can be exported to an executable 

external file through C++ compilation. As already mentioned, this feature is used in ZF for 

connection with the SimDVP interface, so SimulationX is used only for defining needed 

blocks and its connections in the system. For the simulations is also needed to create own 

blocks which will set the initial parameters to rest blocks (SimDVP block). Another needed 

custom blocks are for ZF parts (Clutch discs, DMFs, CPVAs), special parts of the drivetrain 

(Gearboxes, Engines, Wheels) and for object, which makes the additional loading to the 

drivetrain (Driving resistance). 

3.3 Layout of the SimulationX previous model 

For the layout definition of the creeping loadcase it is necessary to start with the model 

normally used in ZF today. 

 

Figure 3.2 Layout of the Creeping loadcase model now used in ZF Group 

On the Figure 3.2 is shown the model now used for the simulation. As can be seen, the model 

uses the SimDVP_Drive block, which is used mostly for setting up the Drive model. This 

SimDVP block is used for setting up the starting engine speed, selected gear and switch 

whether the gravity is used in the simulation. Also it is collecting the results from engine, 

gearbox, sideshafts and torsional dampers to one block – this is an advantage during the 

exporting that the SimDVP interface during post processing doesn’t have to search for the 

results in all parts, it is enough to take a look just into the SimDVP block results. 

This SimDVP block is connected to another two blocks handling the engine. First block is the 

Target Torque by Gear, in which the maximum mean engine torque for each gear is defined. 

This is used because of the behavior of the Drive model, which is always using the highest 

possible moment in each engine speed with no connection to the outside force acting on the 

vehicle. 

The second block controlling the engine is the Torque Controller. In each time step 

the Torque Controller  is checking the engine actual speed and mean torque (these are the two 

blue connections from Engine to this block) and then controlling the engine by changing the 

gas factor value (blue connection back to the engine), which is telling the engine how much 

the gas valve is opened. 

During the simulation, the mean engine torque is kept in the same value and the only 

changing parameter is the engine speed, so the results are dependent only on the time of the 

simulation or on the engine speed. Also no driving resistance forces are applied to the vehicle, 

because the driving resistance block on the end of the chain is used only for constant raise of 

the engine speed (its only input value is the angular acceleration of the engine). Even some 
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customers desire to make simulations this way, if it is compared it with the definition of the 

creeping in the Chapter 2 it is obvious that this simulation model is not corresponding to the 

creeping behavior in the reality. 

3.4 Definition of blocks used in the Creeping loadcase model 

According to the previous subchapter, it is necessary to make a new layout for the 

Creeping loadcase, because the one used now is not capable of providing simulations in a way 

that is needed. Basis of the model will be taken from the now used model, to keep the easy 

conversion from the Drive to the Creeping model. This also means there are no changes 

needed to be done directly in the drivetrain, because the parts of the vehicle are the same in 

both loadcases, as the engine, which will be controlled by the Idle Controller, so its torque 

curve from the Drive mode can be used. 

Changes needed for the Creeping loading are then only outside of the drive train made by the 

controlling and loading blocks. First block, which has to be created, is the new 

SimDVP_Creeping block, because the driving block is not satisfying the needs of the setting 

up the target speed or loading of the engine by consumer torque. Second necessary block is a 

model of a simple Idle Controller, which will control the engine speed and customize is to the 

target speed set up in the SimDVP_Creeping block. Last block needed for the Creeping 

simulation is the completely new Driving Resistance block, which will apply on the vehicle 

loading of the external forces. This loading will be dependent on the time and velocity of the 

vehicle, so the engine has to produce different mean torque values during the simulation. 

3.4.1 SimDVP_Creeping block 

As was said in previous subchapter 3.4, the new SimDVP_Creeping block is a part of 

model setting up the basic initial conditions of the simulation and collecting all desired results 

needed for the post processing. The basis is used from the Drive model, because the changes 

made are not very significant. 

Tab. 3-1 Input parameters of the SimDVP_Creeping block 

Parameter Default value Description 

om0 700 [rpm] Initial rotational speed 

gear 1 [-] Selected gear 

T_consumer 0 [Nm] Consumer torque 

In the table Tab. 3-1 are parameters used for the input of the simulation. These are 

implemented into the SimDVP_Creeping block and used for the basic definition of the initial 

conditions. They can be changed through the SimDVP interface for defining more variants of 

the simulation on the one drivetrain and later they will also be used as the basic parameters 

during the reporting of the simulation. 

First used parameter is the Initial rotational speed of the engine om0. In the beginning of the 

simulation, it is substitute into all rotating parts as the initial rotational speed. In the Creeping 

mode it is also substitute into the Idle Controller, which takes it as an idle speed of the engine, 

so it is trying all the rest of the simulation keep the engine on this desired rotational speed. 

Second defined parameter is the selected gear for the gearbox. Because gear ratios are 

different in each gear, it can be deducted from the equation (2.5) that the torque needed to be 
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produced by the engine also varies depending on the selected gear. This leads to different 

loading of the torsional damper and thus different decoupling behavior of the whole driveline. 

Third and last parameter, which will define different variations of the simulation, is the 

consumer torque. This is the torque consumed directly form the engine by the auxiliary 

devices. This torque is labeled in the equation (2.1) as Taux and is very important in Creeping 

loadcase, because the devices can consume almost the same amount of the engine torque as is 

the external loading to the vehicle. This value is substituted into the consuming block 

connected directly to the engine and parallel to the driveline. In case user doesn’t want to use 

this value in the simulation, it can be left on a default value and consumer block doesn’t have 

to be created. Simulation then calculates the loading without the auxiliary devices. 

In the SimDVP_Creeping block are also implemented results collecting from the engine and 

driveline parts. These results shown in Tab. 3-2 are used in almost every simulation and 

SimDVP interface is setting up driveline parts automatically to these channels for export. ZF 

parts results (like DMF or Clutch Disc) are not exported through SimDVP_Creeping block, 

because torsional damper can be different in every simulation, so it has to be set up 

individually. 

Tab. 3-2 Output parameters of the SimDVP_Creeping block 

Output Parameter Description 

T_engine Mean torque of the engine 

om_engine Engine rotational speed 

T_gearbox Torque acting on the gearbox input shaft 

om_gearbox Rotational speed of the gearbox input shaft 

T_diff_front Torque acting on the input shaft of the front differential 

om_diff_front Rotational speed of the input shaft of the front differential 

T_diff_rear Torque acting on the input shaft of the rear differential 

om_diff_rear Rotational speed of the input shaft of the rear differential 

T_sideshaft_FL Torque acting on the front left sideshaft 

T_sideshaft_FR Torque acting on the front right sideshaft 

T_sideshaft_RL Torque acting on the rear left sideshaft 

T_sideshaft_RR Torque acting on the rear right sideshaft 

v_speed Speed of the vehicle 

 

3.4.2 Idle Controller block 

During the simulation, there is needed to have an object which is keeping the engine 

speed on the same value. During the Creeping simulation based on Drive model it is not done, 

the speed is during the simulation rising or falling, but because of the results depending on the 

engine speed, the engine speed has to change. The new Creeping loadcase is needed to be 

done in the same speed all the time during the simulation. For this, an object simulating the 

Idle Speed Controller has to be introduced. 

Because in ZF are also done simulations of Idle loadcase when the engine is running without 

the drivetrain connected, the Idle Controller block was already created.  It is done by a sub-
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model assembly structure, when a model is made in SimulationX, packed into one object and 

only some input parameters are picked to be controlled by the user. This Idle Controller is 

different from real ISC in car by its behavior – it suppose that the gas is not added by the 

driver and it is controlling the engine speed only by comparing actual and desired engine 

speed.  

 

Figure 3.3 Scheme of the Idle Controller sub-model 

Scheme of the Idle Controller sub-model can be seen on the Figure 3.3. The block is 

connected to the engine by connector labeled as om_eng, through which is getting the actual 

engine speed. The speed value is then send to the Raise switch, where is defined a parameter 

omtreshold used for controlling the engine speed when it is falling from high values (for 

example when the driver will release the gas pedal). This switch is then not needed for the 

Creeping loadcase, because the speed will be constant all the time (input parameter omtreshold 

controlling this switch will be set to high value). 

If the Raise block is not switched on, then the next block SH_Time is producing a standard 

output x2 = -10^10 to the Time_Speed block, which is then calculating the desired engine 

speed omd through function (3.1). 

 𝑜𝑚𝑑 = 𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑤 + (𝑜𝑚ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑤) ∗ 𝑒
−𝑡−𝑥2

𝑇  (3.1) 

In the function (3.1) the omd is the desired engine speed, the om_low is the low engine speed 

set by the user, omhigh is the engine speed set in case that the om_treshold is reached, t is the 

time of the simulation, x2 is the value generated by the S_H_Time block and T is a time 

constant defining how fast will go down the target speed after falling under the omhigh. When 

we take a look on the function (3.1) and set there the standard output x2 = -10^10, the 

exponent will become a very low negative number and the multiplier exp((-t-x2)/T) will 

become zero. Then the desired speed will become omlow, as can be seen in equation (3.2). 

 𝑜𝑚𝑑 = 𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑤 + (𝑜𝑚ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑤) ∗ 0 → 𝑜𝑚𝑑 = 𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑤 (3.2) 

This desired speed is then compared with the actual speed in the Difference block and send to 

the PID regulator, where is generated a gas_factor needed for raising/decreasing the engine 

speed and this gas_factor is then send to the engine. 
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Tab. 3-3 Parameters of the Idle Controller block with the default values 

Parameter Default value Description 

omlow SimDVP_Creeping.om0 [rpm] Desired Engine Speed 

omhigh 2*om_low [rpm] Raised Target Speed 

omthreshold 2*om_low [rpm] Speed Threshold 

T 0.5 [s] Time Constant Lowering Target Speed 

Gp 0.01 [-] Proportional Gain (used for PID) 

Ti 40 [s] Integration Time (used for PID) 

gasmax 1 [-] Maximum Gas Factor 

gasmin 0 [-] Minimum Gas Factor 

gas0 0 [-] Initial Gas Factor 

All the parameters of the Idle Controller (shown in Tab. 3-3) are set to its value and they’re 

not exported to the SimDVP control file. Reason is that the value of Target Idle Speed 

om_low depends on the SimDVP_Creeping block parameter om0, Raised and Threshold 

Engine Speeds are not needed in Creeping simulation and the T, Gp and Ti parameters are 

optimized for the best PID performance already. The gas factor maximum, minimum and 

initial values also do not have to be changed, because in the most cases it is desired to let the 

controller to use all the power of the engine. But in case that use would like to change any of 

the default values, it is possible to do it in the SimulationX software before exporting the 

model to the executable file. 

3.4.3 Driving Resistance block 

The most important part of the Creeping model is the new Driving Resistance block. It 

is designed to be connected to the vehicle mass on the end of the driveline chain. This is 

important because it allows the resistance forces to act directly on the vehicle, so their effect 

on the engine is automatically calculated by the driveline network itself.  

 

Figure 3.4 Scheme of the Driving Resistance sub-model 

The Driving Resistance block was modelled as an assembly sub-model, the same way as was 

made the Idle Controller.   This assembly can be seen on Figure 3.4 and was created with 

5 blocks, from which are 4 responsible of creating the resistance forces and fifth is a fade in 

function. This generates in a desired long time period sinusoidal growth from 0 to 1 and all 

forces are multiplied by this function. The reason is to prevent the simulation from a big 

shock on the beginning on the simulation, which could lead to instability of the solution. 

The force part of the sub-model are made from linear force objects connected to each other 

and to a ctr1, which represents the outer connector to the vehicle mass. This means, that the 

forces are calculated separately, but after that they are added together, so from the outside 

view on the block it looks like there’s only one force acting on the vehicle. 
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3.4.3.1 Rolling Resistance Force Block 

First block used in the sub-model is the rolling resistance force. This force represents 

the rolling resistance force of the tires and is calculated by an equation (2.10) in subchapter 

2.3.2. It is defined by two parameters in Tab. 3-4. 

Tab. 3-4 User input parameters of the Rolling Resistance Force 

Parameter Default value Description 

c0 0.01 [-] Rolling Resistance Coefficient at vehicle speed 0 km/h. 

c100 0.015 [-] Rolling Resistance Coefficient at vehicle speed 100 km/h. 

These input parameters are needed for calculating the Rolling Resistance Coefficient as a 

function depending on a different speed. The final coefficient cr from equation (2.10) is 

obtained from function (3.3). 

 𝑐𝑟 = 𝑐0 + 𝑣2 ∗ (𝑐100 − 𝑐0) (3.3) 

The function (3.2) is approximating graph on Figure 2.5 by a quadratic function. That is done 

to have the handling of the coefficient definition easy for the user – quadratic function offers 

sufficient approximation of the coefficient behavior in different speeds. In case user wants to 

have constant rolling resistance force speed independent, then it is possible to do it by setting 

both parameters c0 and c100 to the same value. The Rolling Resistance Force is also modelled 

by a different kind of linear force object called “Friction against absolute”. This block is 

adjusting the force direction always against the direction of the movement – can be used in 

case that vehicle will start to move backwards. The block is also providing separate forces for 

the static and dynamic force. In this case, both are set to the same value – that means in 

vehicle velocity 0 km/h there is also force acting against the vehicle to start moving. 

3.4.3.2 Gravity Force block 

Second block included in the Driving Resistance is simulating the gravity force of the 

changing grade of the surface. Block used for it is a standard force block, which is connected 

by its negative part to the vehicle. That means that the force is acting all the time against the 

vehicle coordinate system – in case that the force is negative (vehicle is going downhill), the 

negative sign in the force is changed to positive, so the vehicle is pushed by the gravity force 

forward. Force is defined by the equation (2.11) in the subchapter 2.3.3. Input parameters 

used for this block are shown in Tab. 3-5. 

Tab. 3-5 List of input parameters for gravity force element 

Parameter Default value Description 

Δt 20 [s] Time period of the angle change 

tdelay 1 [s] Time until the start of the angle change 

hgstart 0 [%] Hill grade in the start of the simulation 

hgend 5 [%] Hill grade in the end of the simulation 

grade Equations (3.5) Equations recalculating the hill grade to radians 

m 1500 [kg] Vehicle mass 

Because the hill grade is in automotive defined in percentage, into the block has to be defined 

one more parameter recalculating the input hill grade to radians used in the simulation. 

Percentage of the hill grade (parameter hg) is defined by equation (3.4) as tangents of the 

angle α, shown on Figure 2.2. Angle α then can be calculated as arcus tangents of the hg value 

divided by 100.  
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 ℎ𝑔 = 100 ∗ 𝑡𝑔(𝛼) →  𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(
ℎ𝑔

100
) (3.4) 

This angle recalculation is included in the grade equation in input parameters. There are also 

introduced parameters tdelay (delaying of the start of the hill grade change from the start of the 

simulation) and Δt (length of the grade change). When the equation 3.4 is combined with 

these two parameters, the final equations (3.5) are derived for the hill grade change used in 

the Gravity Force block. 

𝑖𝑓 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦  𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(
ℎ𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

100
)  

𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 < 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎_𝑡 𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(
ℎ𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 + ℎ𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎_𝑡
∗ (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦) ∗

1

100
) (3.5) 

𝑖𝑓 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎_𝑡 𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(
ℎ𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑

100
)  

These equations are default in the input parameter grade, but the user can define its own 

definition in case that it’ll be needed. 

3.4.3.3 Air Drag Force block 

Second block included in the Driving Resistance sub-model is the force block 

simulating the drag resistance force from the flowing air. As the Gravity Force block it is 

created by the standard force block and connected by a negative sign to the vehicle. Defined 

input parameters of this force can be seen in Tab. 3-6. 

Tab. 3-6 Parameters of the Air Drag Force block 

Parameter Default value Description 

ρ 1.2 [kg*m
-3

] Density of the air 

cD 0.3 [-] Air Drag Resistance Coefficient 

Avehicle 2.5 [m
2
] Cross-section area of the vehicle 

The force is calculated using these parameters by equation (3.6). 

 𝐹𝑎 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑐𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑣2 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑣) (3.6) 

This equation is using the equation (2.8) in subchapter 2.3.1 with multiplying the whole 

equation with the Modelica command sign(v). This command is used in SimulationX for 

finding out the direction of the desired parameter. In case that the velocity is acting against the 

model coordinate system, this command value is switched from 1 to -1. In the Drag 

Resistance Force it is securing that the force will always act against the vehicle – for example 

in case that the vehicle will start to reverse. 

3.4.3.4 External Force block 

The External Force block is added to the sub-model for case that user would like to 

use another force acting on the vehicle. It can be force from pulling a trailer or from another 

not used resistance force. This force is defined by one parameter F_extern, which is 

respecting the coordinate system, so for negative force the user has to input the negative 

value. 
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3.4.3.5 Fade_in block 

Fade_in block is additional function controlling the startup of all forces in the 

beginning of the simulation. The block is using a sine function with values from 0 to 1, which 

is rising during the time t_fade_in set by the user. This behavior is ensuring smooth run up of 

the forces instead of big peak, which could leads to the instability of the simulation model. 

 

Figure 3.5 Effect of the fade_in block for t_fade_in set to 5 s and to 10 s 

Effect of the Fade_in block can be seen on the Figure 3.5. There are curves for constant force 

200 N depending on time when t_fade_in time set to 5 seconds and when t_fade_in time set to 

10 seconds. 

3.5 Layout of the new Creeping simulation model 

Now, when all needed blocks for the Creeping loadcase were defined in subchapter 3.4, 

we can finally introduce the new layout in SimulationX for the Creeping loadcase. 

 

Figure 3.6 Layout of the new SimDVP Creeping SimulationX model 

The new layout is shown on Figure 3.6. It is very similar to the earlier used Creeping model 

derived from the Drive loadcase, but with new objects put instead of the old Drive objects. 

However, all of the key drivetrain parts were kept – this is important for the flexibility 

between the loadcases – for example for a Drive model there is not needed to make 

completely new SimX model. 

The SimDVP_Creeping object kept the gear output, which is there again connected to the 

Stiffness_by_Gear object. The Idle Speed Controller replaced the old Torque Controller, 

which is not there needed anymore, such as the Torque table for the engine controlling. On 

the end of the drivetrain is connected the new driving resistance with the time change of the 

hill grade, which is securing the need of results in different engine torques.  
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4 SimDVP Description 

4.1 Introduction to the SimDVP interface 

Now, when the blocks for the SimulationX software are created, it is needed to do the 

second part of the implementation, which is the building of the functions in the SimDVP 

interface. As was said in subchapter 3.1, the SimDVP interface is handling the largest part 

of the simulation process in ZF. It was programmed in ZF Schweinfurt few years ago to help 

with the automatization of the simulation process. Basically, it helps the user to perform more 

variants of the simulation in one time period and then automatically make the desired analysis 

of the results. Main reason for this is the saving of time – in SimulationX would be needed 

to do every variant by separate simulation, which SimDVP is solving by building multiple 

executable files with different parameters and executing them in one moment. Also 

the analysis of the results has to be done outside of the SimulationX – it can show only some 

basic plots of the output parameters depending on time or on other parameter, but it cannot 

perform advanced operations like filtering of the signal or order analysis, which are important 

in the automotive industry. 

SimDVP interface is programmed in software Matlab. It consists of over 500 m-files 

and functions, which are providing various functionalities needed for the pre-processing, 

solver controlling and post-processing of the simulation. These files and functions are divided 

in 5 groups, from which each group has its specific place in the simulation interface. 

4.2 Structure of the SimDVP functions 

4.2.1 ZF Functions 

The absolutely basic functions of the SimDVP are the ZF functions. They are 

providing in most cases only the basic Matlab functinalities, but in an enhanced way needed 

for the automatic process. These functions are very various from easy ones to more 

complicated ones. For example function ZF_plot_curve is only enhanced plot function built 

in Matlab. The only difference is that the ZF_plot_curve is plotting the curves with properties 

suitable for the following export to the PDF file. This function is on the very basic level of the 

SimDVP functions – it is very simple and not using any other ZF functions. 

On the other hand, in SimDVP are used much more complicated function with structures 

using another ZF functions, as an example can be mentioned 

ZF_standard_engine_torque_plot. This function is used for plotting the engine characteristic 

during the simulation. For this, it is needed to set the time window where the analysis will be 

done (using ZF_time_window function), then perform an order analysis (ZF_order_analysis 

function, which is also including more functions, for example ZF_fft for Fast Fourier 

Transformation).  Then it is needed to pick the desired order from the order analysis results 

(ZF_single_order function) and finally do plotting of the characteristic done 

by ZF_plot_curve and customize the plot by ZF_xlim, ZF_ylim and ZF_legend functions. 

4.2.2 SimDVP functions 

Second types of functions used in the SimDVP interface are the SimDVP functions. 

These functions are handling the substituting of the parameters into the parameters.txt file 

used by the solver, then converting of the results files to the .mat format, performing 
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the analysis of the results the desired way and then reporting the results in the PDF file. The 

main reason why they are called differently from the ZF function is that for each loadcase is 

needed to introduce different kinds of initial conditions and also different kind of results are 

desired after the simulations. Then the functions handling the all process have to be different 

too. 

These functions have more complicated structure than the ZF function, but their structure 

is in the very basics based on the ZF functions. The number of levels when the SimDVP 

functions are verging to the ZF functions is different in each function. For example in 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_02_Drive function (handling the substituting of the parameters and 

run of the solver) are only 2 layers until the ZF functions are reached, but in the 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_02_analyze_results there are in some indirections 5 layers until the 

ZF functions are reached. 

4.2.3 Files of the drivetrain parameters 

The parameters files are not functions as the ZF and SimDVP functions, but they are 

storage files used for defining the parameters of the simulation model, simulation itself and 

post-processing of the results. The first type is the parameters files used for the driveline 

definition, which are used for the storage of the parameters of the all drivetrain parts. These 

files are divided into 4 groups depending on the type of the part they are describing. 

 Engine 

o The Parameters file of the engine is used for the storage of the engine data. It 

contains all parameters copying the type of the engine block parameters used 

in the SimulationX model. There are now four types of the engine parameters 

files, because there are four engine blocks available to use in the SimulationX 

(Engine described by torque curve, Engine described by pressure curve, 

Engine defined by description of excitation in three chosen orders or Generic 

engine, which is described by geometry parameters and mean torque curve) 

 Gearbox 

o The parameters file of the gearbox is used for the storage of the gearbox data 

needed for each gear value. The file consists of three matrices containing the 

data of stiffness of gearbox for each gear, inertias of the gearbox for each gear 

and gear ratios. It also contains the value of the gearbox for the neutral gear, 

the value of the damping and the final drive gear ratio. This file is the only one 

not exported into the solver – the SimDVP calculates the parameters for 

desired gear for each simulation separately and then use only the calculated 

value needed for the desired gear. 

 ZF parts 

o As ZF parts are meant torsional dampers developed by the ZF Group. 

The parameters file of the ZF parts are containing the parameters needed 

for the desired torsional damper block in the SimulationX. These files are also 

different from the rest of the parts, because they are containing the parameters 

defining the desired results, for example the acceleration of the secondary side 

of the Dual Mass Flywheel or the safety of the springs in the torsional damper. 
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 Drivetrain 

o The parameters file of the drivetrain is the storage of the rest of the parameters 

for the SimulationX model, which are not defined in the others parameters files 

used in the simulation. Mostly there are defined parts like connecting shaft 

inertias and stiffness, differential inertia and stiffness, stiffness 

of the side shafts, radius and damping of the tires, etc. 

4.2.4 Files of the loadcase parameters 

Even though the structure of the loadcase parameters files is very similar to the 

parameters files of the parts, they are needed to be treated separately. The reason is, that these 

files are containing the initial conditions for each calculated loadcase – for example matrix of 

the desired in initial engine speeds, matrix of the selected gears or time of the simulation. 

Also special parameters needed only for each loadcase are defined there – drag of the gearbox 

or consumer torque are used in the idle loadcase, but in the Drive loadcase they are not 

needed and more needed is to define the values of the crankshaft acceleration per second. 

 Another part of these loadcase files is the definition of the result analysis. There are set up 

parameters for analysis of all drivetrain parts (except the ZF parts). For all parts there is set 

the x axis (dependency on time/engine speed, scaling of the x axis) and analysis orders. Then 

for each part are set parameters for: 

 Bool value 

o If it is set to 1, the analysis is performed, otherwise is not 

 Scaling of the y axis 

 Type of analysis 

o Order analysis 

o Order analysis + Envelopes 

 Type of result values 

o Amplitude 

o Root Mean Square 

o Peak-to-Peak 

 Analysis orders 

o This option can be used if the user is wishing analysis of the part in different 

order then is set generally 

 Units of the result 

 External limit curves 

o This parameter is defining a path to the file, where are values for a limit 

function, which is shown in the same diagram as the result values – user then 

can see, if the result are achieving the set limit 

4.2.5 MainControl files 

The MainCotrol file is the core file of the simulation. It is controlling the whole 

simulation process and executing all files and functions needed for the simulation. It is a short 

file with the paths of the parameters files and SimDVP functions needed for the desired 

simulation. It is possible to write there more loadcases, changes of the parameters files (in 

case of simulation of multiple drivetrain variants) or to make a MainControl executing 

another MainControls, which can be used for a long run of simulations for example during the 

time when the user is away from the computer for a longer time. 
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clear; clc;close all;  

SimDVP_2_0_init ('file_name', 'Name of User', ‘SAP Number’, ... 

            {'pdf'}, 'Simulation name', 'en','Department'); 

 

ZF_run_script ('Engine_250Nm_generic', '..\common_data\parts\'); 

ZF_run_script ('Main_Damper', 'data\'); 

ZF_run_script ('Predamper_2_stage', 'data\'); 

ZF_run_script ('Gearbox', '..\common_data\parts\'); 

ZF_run_script ('Drivetrain', '..\common_data\parts\'); 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_00_report_data ('Data'); 

 

ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Predamper_2stage_characteristic', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 

ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Clutch_characteristic', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 

ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Engine_characteristic', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 

 

config = ''; 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_01_characteristic (config); 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_01_analyze_results (config); 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_01_report (config); 

SimDVP_2_0_finish (); 

Figure 4.1 Example of the MainControl file 

In the Figure 4.1 can be seen the structure of the MainControl programmed for the calculation 

of the characteristic of the engine and ZF parts. Every MainControl must begin with 

the SimDVP_2_0_init function, which is initializing the whole simulation process and its 

input argument are the simulation description parameters. Then the parameters of the needed 

drivetrain parts are loaded by the function ZF_run_script with paths to the parameters 

files as the input arguments. After the parts parameters are loaded, they are 

prepared for the reporting by the SimDVP_2_0_All_parts_00_report_data function. 

Then the parameters of the loadcase Characteristic is loaded again by the ZF_run_script 

function and the next three functions SimDVP_2_0_All_parts_01 are handling the simulation 

run, analysis of the results and preparing of the results for the reporting. Every MainControl 

is ended by the SimDVP_2_0_finish function. It is collecting all data prepared for the 

reporting and creates the PDF file. 

4.3 SimDVP simulation process 

Now when all types of m-files in the SimDVP were presented, it is needed to show how 

the simulation process work and which files are needed for its smooth run. The simulation 

process is divided into four steps: 

1. Creation of the simulation model 

2. Run of the simulation 

3. Analysis of the simulation results 

4. Report of the results 

Each of these steps is handled differently by the SimDVP interface. The building of the 

simulation model is not automatic and has to be done mostly by the user. The other three steps 

have its each function for each simulation loadcase and they are run by the MainControl. 

4.3.1 Creation of the simulation model 

First part of the simulation process is the creation of the model. This part of the work 

has to be done by the user and its workflow can be seen on the Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Scheme of the model preparation 

First step is building of the basic SimulationX model, which can be done through the Model 

Builder interface built in the SimDVP.  For helping the user with the model building, the 

Model Builder has some predefined functions, which are adding needed parts for the 

predefined loadcases (Drive, Idle) and drivetrain layout (Front Wheel Drive, All Wheel 

Drive). After the needed parts are defined, the Model Builder make an .ism file with desired 

parts and turns on the SimulationX to allow the user to customize it. 

 

Figure 4.3 Simulation model built by the Model Builder 

As can be seen on Figure 4.3, the simulation model is not ready to be run. There are missing 

connections between the blocks, some blocks are missing (for example gearbox block) and 

also the initial conditions in some parts are not set correctly. This all has to be done by the 

user in SimulationX software and then the model is exported into the executable file. With the 

executable file are exported also two supportive files for the simulation – parameters.txt and 

solversettings.txt. These two files are used later for setting up the solver settings, initial 

conditions and parameters of the parts and simulation. 

Another part of the simulation preparation is the building of the parts and loadcase parameters 

files. For the loadcases, engine, gearbox and ZF parts are customized standard files saved in 

the SimDVP folder. For the rest of the driveline parts is needed to use fourth file exported by 

the SimulationX, readme.txt file. This file is containing almost the same information as the 

parameters.txt file, but in a better format readable for the user. When the user wants to build 

the parameters file of the drivetrain, this readme.txt file has to be converted to the m-file by 

function ZF_convert_readme_to_m function. Then all the parameters included in the engine, 

gearbox and torsional damper parameter files are deleted and the rest of the parameters are 

used for the drivetrain parameters file. 

Last step of the preparation is the building of the MainControl file. This is done also by 

customizing of the old MainControl files or default files in the SimDVP folder. 

4.3.2 Running of the simulation 

When all files needed for the simulation are prepared, then the MainControl is run and 

all following steps are done automatically by the SimDVP interface. In the beginning the run 

of the simulation is provided – flowchart can be seen on Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Scheme of the simulation run 

At first, the collection of the parameters is needed, which is executed by the ZF_run_script 

functions. These functions run files of the drivetrain and loadcase parameters and save all the 

parameters to the array PAR. 

Then the SimDVP_2_0_0x_xxx function (the number and name depends on the type of the 

loadcase, for example SimDVP_2_0_02_Drive) is called by the MainControl. This function is 

providing all the solver process from preparing the simulation variant to exporting the results. 

At first the function checks if the number of the parameters in the PAR array is the same as in 

the parameters.txt file and if the names of the parameters are same too. Then it copies the .ism 

file to a new working folder and substitute all parameters defined in the PAR array to the .ism 

file and also define a new parameters.txt file with the new parameters. Then the executable 

file and solversettings.txt file are copied to the solution folder and the solver is run. 

When the solution is finished, the results are exported into the outputs.txt file. This file 

is catch by the function ZF_database_save_outputs2mat, which converts the outputs.txt file 

to the Results.mat file. This file contains all results of the simulation and further is used for 

the analysis of the results. 

4.3.3 Analyzing of the simulation results 

When the solution is done and results are stored in the results.mat file, then the 

MainControl quit the loadcase function and run the SimDVP_2_0_0x_xxx_analyze_result 

function, which is responsible of analysis of the results exported from the solver. 

 

Figure 4.5 Scheme of the results analysis 

On the Figure 4.5 is shown the scheme how the SimDVP_2_0_0x_xxx_analyze_result 

function is working. The function loads the parameters from the PAR array and also loads the 

results from the Results.mat file. 

In the next step follows the analysis itself, which is splitted into the three indirections. At first 

the standard drivetrain parts are analyzed. The function goes one by one through each part and 

perform desired analyzes (mostly the order analysis) depending on the settings in the 
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Parameters files (the parameters from this files are saved in the PAR array) and generates the 

results showed in graphs or table. The type of results is defined mostly by the analyzed 

loadcase – for the Drive the results are mostly analyzed in dependency on the engine speed, 

but in the Idle loadcase the results are derived in the dependency on time. Analyzed results are 

mostly the accelerations and torques applied on each part. 

When the analysis is done for one part, then the function saves the results into the results 

folder and continues with the analysis of the next part. This goes until the all parts are 

analyzed and all results are saved. Then the function continues to analyzes of the additional 

channels, which can be parts which are not defined normally in the SimDVP interface, so the 

user have to define it by itself as an additional channels in the Parameters files. This analyzes 

have the same procedure as the standard drivetrain parts, the only difference is the fact, that 

the function has to search for the additional channels names in the parameters. 

Third part of the analysis procedure is the analysis of the torsional dampers. This is also split 

into multiple indirections, because each torsional damper has its own defined analysis. Every 

result is again depending on the loadcase and type of results desired by the each ZF part. 

Mostly there are performed analysis of the angle between the two parts of the damper and the 

torque applied on the each spring of the damper, from which can be calculated the safety of 

the damper (safety there means if the spring is still working, or if it is already pressed and not 

oscillating). Dual Mass Flywheels also have opportunity to analyze the acceleration of the 

primary and secondary side. All results are then again saved into the results folder, where they 

are lately collected by the report function. 

4.3.4 Reporting of the results 

The last step in the SimDVP process is the report of the analyzed results. This is made 

by the function SimDVP_2_0_0x_xxx_report which is processing the results analyzed in the 

previous step and compile them into PDF report. 

 

Figure 4.6 Scheme of the report creation process 

The report function is using mostly the same sub functions as the analyze function, so the 

structure of the report processing is mostly the same. The report function goes to each part of 

the drivetrain and there are defined conditions for the pages of the report – if the new pages 

should be defined by a gear, consumer torque or different input parameter defining the 

variants. Then the function makes a page from each variant of the part and saves all the pages 

into the Temp report folder using the LaTEX language. After it is done with one part, makes 

the same with next part, until all pages for every part in the drivetrain are created. Then the 

function takes all pages in the Temp report folder and compiles them into the PDF report, 

which is the output of the whole simulation process. 
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5 Implementation of the Creeping loadcase into SimDVP 

5.1 Definition of needed functions 

Now when the process of the simulation and needed files for it were described in the 

chapter 4, it is needed to decide which files and functions has to be created for correct 

implementing of the Creeping loadcase. The created functions should respect the SimDVP 

process structure and be similar to the functions of the other loadcases, so easy debugging by 

other users is possible. 

First in the SimDVP model structure is the model creating. Because the Creeping model will 

be probably used not very often, the request from the ZF was not to implement it into the 

Model Builder, because its interface is already very crowded and the customization will be 

very complicated. That means the user has to build and export the .ism model himself with 

respect to the Creeping loadcase and using the blocks created in the chapter 3. The only thing 

needed for the smooth run of the simulation, which is hard to create by the user, is the 

Parameters_Creeping file, so this file will be created as a template with names of the 

parameters later used in the simulation functions. 

Because the input parameters of the Creeping loadcase, definition of the variants and also the 

results dependency is defined differently than in the remaining loadcases, it is necessary to 

create new functions for all three processes controlled by the SimDVP functions. This means 

that new main functions defined for the Creeping loadcase will be: 

 SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping for run of the simulation 

 SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_analyze_result for the result analysis 

 SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_report for the report creation 

For each of this SimDVP files will be of course needed to some new sub-functions, securing 

the correct processing of all data. If it will be possible, all finctions should be based on the 

already existing SimDVP and ZF functions. 

5.2 Parameters_Creeping file 

5.2.1 Simulation parameters 

At first will be determined simulation parameters needed for the simulation. They are 

defined by using the special SimulationX blocks showed in subchapter 3.4 except the Idle 

Controller block, so the user will be able to choose which way of limiting the idle speed use, 

in case that he will have some special needs for the simulation. That means into the 

Parameters_Creeping file are implemented parameters from SimDVP_Creeping block and 

driving_resistance block shown in tables Tab. 3-1 and Tab. 3-4. 
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PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.om0                      = [800, 900, 1000] * ZF_SI ('rpm'); 
PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.gear                     = [1, 2]; 
PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.T_consumer               = [0, 20]; 
PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.k_gravity                = 0; 
 
PAR.driving_resistance.t_fade_in             = 5; 
 
% Hill Grade Resistance parameters 
PAR.driving_resistance.delta_t               = 20; 
PAR.driving_resistance.t_delay               = 5; 
PAR.driving_resistance.hg_start              = -3 * ZF_SI ('%');  % Modified ZF SI 
PAR.driving_resistance.hg_end                = 2 * ZF_SI ('%'); 
 
% Air Resistance Parameters 
PAR.driving_resistance.rho                   = 1.2; 
PAR.driving_resistance.cd                    = 0.3; 
PAR.driving_resistance.A_vehicle             = 2.5; 
 
% Rolling Resistance 
PAR.driving_resistance.F_extern              = 0; 
PAR.driving_resistance.c0                    = 0.01; 
PAR.driving_resistance.c100                  = 0.015; 
 
PAR.tStop                                    = 30; % 0: time of solversettings.txt is used 

Figure 5.1 Parameters of the simulation set in the Parameters_Creeping file 

On the Figure 5.1 is shown the simulation parameters part of the Parameters_Creeping file. 

The initial rotational speed om0, selected gear gear and consumer torque T_consumer are set 

as matrices – that allow the user to input more initial parameters and by that create more 

variants of the simulation. For example simulation set in the file on Figure 5.1 there are three 

variants of the initial speed, two variants of the selected gear and two variants of the consumer 

torque – this will make 12 variants of the simulation. 

Another parameters used in the Parameters_Creeping are for the driving_resistance block. 

The hill parameters for this block are multiplied by the function ZF_SI, which is used for 

converting the values into the basic values in the SI system, because the SimulationX 

preforming simulation in it. The function ZF_SI had to be customized for use in the Creeping 

loadcase by adding the possibility of converting the percentage to the decimal number, which 

was missing in this function until now. 

5.2.2 Analysis parameters 

As the second section of the Parameters_Creeping file is created the definition of the 

parameters for the results analysis. This part is mostly used from Drive loadcase, because the 

parts analyzed in the Creeping loadcase are the same. 

PAR.display_model_pic.bool = 1; 
PAR.analyze_order          = [2]; 
 
PAR.x_scale                = [-10, 10, 0]; 
PAR.x_type                 = 1; % 0 == Time, 1 == Engine Torque 
 
% Engine Torque Always Plotted vs. Time 
PAR.T_engine.bool                   = 1; 
PAR.T_engine.x_scale                = [0, 0, 0]; 
PAR.T_engine.y_scale                = [-40, 200, 0]; 
 
PAR.om_engine.bool                      = 1; 
PAR.om_engine.y_scale                   = [0, 0, 0]; 
PAR.om_engine.value_type                = 0; % Amplitude == 0, RMS == 1, Peak-to-Peak == 2 
PAR.om_engine.analyze_type              = 0; % Order Analysis == 0, Orders and Envelopes == 1 
PAR.om_engine.analyze_orders            = 'global'; % Type 'global' or a vector like [2, 4] 
PAR.om_engine.target_unit               = 'rad/s^2'; 
PAR.om_engine.limits                    = ''; 
 
(...) 

Figure 5.2 Part from the analysis parameters section 

On the Figure 5.2 is shown a short snapping from the section setting the analysis parameters. 

From the top there are values defining the displaying of the model picture 

(PAR.display_model_pic.bool) and which orders should be analyzed (PAR.analyze_order). 

Then there are values of the PAR.x_scale of the graphs (first value is minumim, second value 

maximum, third value the grid scaling – zero meand auto scaling). Then there is parameter 

PAR.x_type which was introduced for the Creeping loadcase. If it is set to 0, the results will 
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be shown in the dependency on the time. When it is set to 1, then the results will be shown in 

dependency on the mean engine torque. 

The rest of the parameters are used for the type of the analysis and scaling of the result figures 

– detailed description was done in subchapter 4.2.4 on page 33. Parts analyzed with settings 

of these parameters are shown in Tab. 5-1. 

 

Tab. 5-1 Analysis parameters defined by user in the Parameters Creeping file 

Part Analyzed results 

Engine Acceleration, Torque 

Gearbox Acceleration, Torque 

Differential (Front and Rear) Acceleration, Torque 

Sideshaft (Front Left/Right and Rear Left/ Right) Torque 

Vehicle Velocity Speed (always depending on time) 

Additional Channels Determined by user 

After setting all of the parameters they are saved into the parameters array called 

SimDVP_Loadcases.Creeping, which will be in next steps used as the PAR array mention in 

subchapters 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. 

5.3 SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping function 

Now the files needed for the preparation of the simulation are done and the next step is 

to perform the simulation itself. For this is created function SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping, 

which is following the scheme described in subchapter 4.3.2 on page 35. This file is based on 

the Drive function used for running of the simulation, because the function is mostly doing 

only substituting parameters into the executable file, so if the parameters in the parameters.txt 

and Parameters_Creeping file are fitting, there are no big problems in running the simulation. 

At first step the function creates folder 05_Creeping, into which are saved all simulation 

results and also analysis results. Then the function checks, if in the tStop parameter (defined 

the simulation time) is not set to 0 and then compare, if all parameters present in the 

parameters.txt file are also in the SimDVP_Loadcases.Creeping array by function 

ZF_parameters_load. If the number of the parameters fits, then they are substituted to 

parameters.txt by function SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_05_Creeping_update_parameters. 

There is the biggest difference in comparison because is this function is substituting the 

parameters with respect to the variants, which were in the Drive loadcase define only by the 

selected gear. Then into the function were added another conditions, which are defining the 

creation of the variants by parameters of selected gear, initial speed and consumer torque. 

When all parameters and variants are set into the parameters.txt files, then .ism files used for 

the simulation are created by function ZF_create_ism_file_from_par and in this .ism files 

parameters of the gearbox are calculated and actualized by function 

SimDVP_2_0_Gearbox_generic_05_update_ism. 

Now the tStop parameter is substitute into the solversettings.txt file and simulation is run by 

the SimDVP_2_0_run_solver function, which runs the executable files with the simulation 

variants, waits until the simulations are done and then saves the Results into one Results.mat 

file needed for the following analysis. 
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5.4 SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_analyze_results function 

 

Figure 5.3 General scheme of the results analysis 

The second function made for the Creeping simulation process is analyzing the results 

of the simulation. The general scheme is shown on the Figure 5.3 and is copying the layout 

introduced in subchapter 4.3.3 on page 36. The analysis function is split into three 

indirections – at first are analyzed standard parts and in this part is also derived the engine 

torque, which is used for the analysis of the other parts in the driveline. At second are 

analyzed the ZF parts, in which will be introduced only analysis of the 2-stage Predamper –

 reason for this decision is that this predamper is used in the experiment shown later in 

chapter 6 and because of different analysis needs of each ZF part would take a lot of time to 

introduce analysis of all ZF parts. And as a last step will be defined analysis of the additional 

channels, which will be using the script for the standard parts plot for easier structure of the 

process. 

All the process is handled by SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_analyze_results function. This 

function first check if the folder 05_Creeping is present and if it is not, then the function 

creates it. Then the results are loaded from the Results.mat file. Also another parameter mode 

is introduced, which is telling the further functions, if the analysis or report of the results is 

done. This is needed because the report functions will use the same functions as the analysis 

part of the process – it is because of their dependency on the variants. 

5.4.1 Support functions 

Before the actual functions for analysis of the parts will be defined, it is needed to build 

some functions used for supporting of the main functions. These functions are created for 

better unification of the main analysis functions, so it is not necessary to duplicate their code 

in every main function of each analysis. The needed support functions are: 

 SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_init 

o Picking the right variant results from the Results.mat file 

 ZF_order_analysis 

o Order analysis of the results 

 SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot 

o Preparing the subplots for plotting of the results 
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 SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_subplot 

o Described in subchapter 5.4.3. Used only for analysis of the standard and 

additional parts. This function is analyzing the results and plotting them using 

the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot function. 

5.4.1.1 SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_init function 

The SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_init function is providing the picking the results 

of the actual analyzed variant. The inputs into this function are the indexes of the variants, 

which is the function using for searching the corresponding results in the Results.mat file. The 

function also finds the corresponding time of the simulation and engine angle results, which 

are then integrated to get the engine speed values during the simulation. Then the matrices of 

result values, speed values and time values are send to the calling function. 

5.4.1.2 ZF_order_analysis 

 

Figure 5.4 Scheme of the order analysis function 

The ZF_order_anylysis function is the only one from the support functions, which is 

taken from the Drive loadcase, so it was not necessary to create it again. This function needs 

as its inputs the results matrix for the analysis, the engine speed matrix, the time matrix and 

the number of rotations, which is needed for the division of the signal. 

At first the function divides the data to the windows determined by the two rotations of the 

engine, so the further FFT done on the signal has clear results. Then the Fast Fourier 

Transformation is performed for each window by external function ZF_fft, which outputs are 

two matrices, first one with frequencies and second one with amplitudes corresponding to 

these frequencies.  

Then the order analysis function calculates the mean engine speed for each window 

by equation (5.1), where nw is the engine speed in the window, rotn is the number of rotations 

in the window, tstart is the time on the start of the windows, tstop is the time on the end of the 

window. 

 𝑛𝑤 =
𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
∗ 60 (5.1) 

 

Also mean time for each window is calculated by the equation (5.2), where tw is the mean time 

of the window, tstart is the time on the start of the windows, tstop is the time on the end of the 

window. 

 𝑡𝑤 =
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

2
 (5.2) 
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As the last step are calculated the orders corresponding to the amplitudes got by the FFT. This 

is made by creating new matrix of the orders, calculated from the matrix of the frequencies by 

equation (5.3), where nord is the number of corresponding order, f is the frequency 

and nw is the mean engine speed in the window. 

 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑑 =
𝑓

𝑛𝑤
∗ 60 (5.3) 

 

Now the function does this process for all windows from the start to the end of the signal and 

sends to the calling function matrix of the amplitudes for each window, matrix of the time 

values for each window, matrix of engine speed for each window, matrix of the frequencies 

and matrix of the order values. 

5.4.1.3 SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot 

This function prepares the subplot for each variant of the results. It sets the number of 

rows to the number of used consume torques and number of rows to the number of the used 

idle speeds. Because Matlab is labeling the positions of the subplots from 1 to iom*iT_cons 

(where i are indexes of the idle speeds and consumer torques variant), it is needed before 

creation of each subplot calculate its position number. This is done by equation (5.4), where 

ipos is the position number of the subplot iom is the index of the idle speed variant, nom is the 

number of all idle speed variants and iT_cons is the index of the consumer torque variant. 

 𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 𝑖𝑜𝑚 + (𝑖𝑇_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 − 1) ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑚 (5.4) 

 

When the subplot index is set, then the function prepare empty plot by calling 

ZF_prepare_plot function with the overall number of subplots and index of subplot which 

will be currently used. Then the x-axis label is set depending on the parameter x_type – if it is 

set to 0, then the x-axis is labeled “Time [s]”, if it is set to 1, then the label of x-axis is set to 

“Engine Torque [Nm]”. Also by the indexes of variants are found the values of the current 

consumer torque and idle speed, which are used for the title of each subplot. When the 

function is finished, it leaves the empty subplot open and let the calling function plot the 

results into it. 

5.4.2 Engine torque analysis 

Now, when the support functions are prepared, the first function of the analysis can be 

defined. As first function in the analysis process has to be performed the Engine torque 

analysis, because its output is the engine torque depending on time, which is used in the rest 

of the analysis in case that the user wants to see the results in dependency on it. This is 

handled by SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_engine_torque_plot_or_report function, which scheme 

can be seen on Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 Scheme of the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_engine_torque_plot_or_report function 

As the inputs there are parameters from the Parameters_Creeping file and the results loaded 

from the Results.mat file. The function itself then consist from three loops – one for variants 

of different gears, one for variants of different consumer torque and one for variants of 

different idle speed. 

In the first loop, the new filename of the result figure is set. This is needed, because each gear 

variant will have its own report page. Then the function continues to the loops of the 

consumer torque variants, which make the outer loop, and idle speed variants, which make the 

inner loop. The reason is that the subplot function is plotting the results by rows, so first it 

analyzes and plots all variants of idle speeds for one consumer torque and then moves to 

another consumer torque. 

At the beginning of the loop the indices of the current variant are passed to the 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_init function, which picks the corresponding results from 

the loaded result array. Then the subplot is prepared by the function 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot, which by the actual indices prepare the corresponding 

subplot in the plot window. 

When the empty plot is prepared, then the actual analysis is performed. This is done by the 

function ZF_standard_engine_torque_plot, which is expanded version of the 

ZF_order_analysis. The order analysis is performed on the beginning of this function. Then it 

picks the mean torque and the results corresponding to the analyzed order (the order is 

inserted as input from Parameters_Creeping file). These results are then plotted to the 

prepared plot by the ZF_plot_curve function. Then the axis labels, axis limits and legend are 

set. 

When the analysis of the engine is done and the curves are plotted, then it is needed to get the 

engine torque data for the further analysis of the standard parts. This is performed by function 

ZF_get_curve_data, which turns the curve in the plot back to the array accessible by Matlab. 

From this array are then picked the data of the mean engine torque and time data 

corresponding to it. This is then saved to a new array called T0, which is the output of the 

engine analysis function and input to the rest of the analysis functions. The results of the mean 

engine torque are saved under the number of the variant, so the output array T0 is formed by 

torque results corresponding to each variant of the simulation. 
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Figure 5.6 Example of the engine torque analysis results for 9 variants 

When the engine torque results are plotted and the mean engine torque data are saved to the 

output array, then the loop goes again to the next round, until analysis of all variants of one 

gear are not finished. Then the plot is saved into the figure file under the name set on the 

beginning of the gear loop, which then goes again for another gear variant. How the figure of 

the engine analysis looks like can be seen on the Figure 5.6, where are shown results of 3 

variants of the idle speed and 3 variants of the consumer torque, all for the first gear. 

5.4.3 Standard and Additional parts analysis 

The second step of the results analysis is the analysis of the standard driveline parts 

used in every model. These parts are Gearbox, Differentials and Side shafts. This section will 

be also subjected to the analysis of the additional parts, which are not standardized in the 

SimDVP interface. The only difference between the standard and additional parts is, that the 

standard parts has already defined channel name in the analysis function, but the additional 

parts channels has to be specified in the Parameters_Creeping file. 

For this analysis was made function SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_standard_plot_or_report, which 

has as inputs parameters from the Parameters_Creeping file, the loaded simulation results, 

the array T0 imported from the Engine torque analysis and the name of the analyzed part 

results. The layout of the function is shown on Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 Scheme of the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_standard_plot_or_report function 

In the start the function has to find the name of the channel and the SimulationX type for 

setting up the correct title of the plot and the labeling of the axis. The name is derived from 

the channel name. The channel name is in form SimDVP_Parameters.T_gearbox – always the 

first before the dot is SimDVP_Parameters, then after the dot and until the underscore is the 

name of the analyzed results and after the underscore is the name of the part. By the strfind 
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function is find the string after the dot and save to the variable channel_name. This variable is 

then processed by the function ZF_physical_size_interpretation, which search for this name 

in the database and as an output set the title and the label of the y-axis for the current parts 

and result (for example, the T_gearbox, which is the torque applied on the gearbox input 

shaft, the title will be set to “Gearbox input shaft - Torque” and the y-axis label to “Torque 

[Nm]”). 

After the name and labeling settings the function enters the analysis loops, which are similar 

to the Engine Torque analysis. First the loop of the gear parameter is entered and the name of 

the result file is set by using the index of the gear variant and the channel_name variable. 

Then the next loops of the index of the consumer torque (outer loop) and index of the idle 

speed (inner loop) are entered. As a first step, the indices of the variants are used to pick the 

corresponding values of the mean engine torque from the array T0. These values are then 

saved into the matrix T_mean and used in later in the analysis. 

Next step is the analysis of the results, which are done by subfunction 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_subplot. The reason for it is that the analysis has 

complicated structure and if it would be implemented only in one function, then the code 

would be very unclear. 

 

Figure 5.8 Scheme of the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_subplot function 

As can be seen on the Figure 5.8 of the structure of the 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_subplot, the first two steps are the same as in the Engine 

Torque analysis. In the beginning the results corresponding to the current variant and 

drivetrain part are obtained by SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_init function, which find it 

by the indices of the variants and the channel_name variable. This function also controls, if 

the signal is present in the results – in case, that the results are not there, the function skips the 

analysis of the part and display a warning function to the Command Window. When the 

correct results are loaded, then the empty figure for the analysis is prepared by the 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot function. Now the function can go two ways 

depending on the parameter analyze_type defined in the Parameters_Creeping file. If the 

value is set to 0, then the results are analyzed by the Order Analysis, if it is set to 1, then the 

Envelope Analysis is done. 

5.4.3.1 Order Analysis of the Standard and Additional parts 

If the Order Analysis should be performed, then the options for it have to be defined. 

Because the results from the Order Analysis have to have the same number of values as the 

array T0 from the Engine Torque Analysis, which means that the number of rotations in the 

analyzed piece has to be the same. The number is then set to 2, because it is the default value 

in the ZF_engine_torque_plot function. Now the results with the option of the number of 

rotations can be input into the ZF_order_analysis function. As the outputs are demanded only 

the amplitudes and the corresponding time values – the rest of the outputs are not needed. 
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When the Order Analysis is done, then the results of it for the current order are picked by the 

ZF_single_order function, in which as an input is the the order selected in the 

Parameters_Creeping file. Then the parameter value_type is checked – if it is set to 0, then 

the results are not changed, because they are representing the amplitudes. If the value_type 

parameter is set to 1, then the results are recalculated to the Root Mean Square values. 

Because the torque and acceleration values are oscillating, we can assume that their process 

can be approximated by a sine function. Then the Root Mean Square values for each time 

windows can be calculated from the amplitude by the equation (5.5), where RMSi is the root 

mean square value for the time window i and Ai is the amplitude value for the time window i. 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑖 =
𝐴𝑖

√2
 (5.5) 

If the parameter value_type is set to 2, then the results from the Order Analysis are 

customized to the Peak-to-Peak values. That means the results will show the value from the 

minimum to the maximum value at each window. When we again assume the torque or 

acceleration as a sine function, we can calculate the Peak-to-Peak values by equation (5.6), 

where PTPi is the Peak-to-Peak value in the time window i and Ai is the amplitude value for 

the time window i. 

 𝑃𝑇𝑃𝑖 = 2 ∗ 𝐴𝑖 (5.6) 

After the result values from the analysis are calculated, and then they are saved with the 

corresponding time values for each window to the array result. The time values for each 

window are saved to the array OA_t. 

5.4.3.2 Envelope Analysis of the Standard and Additional parts 

Second type of the analysis, which can be done for the Standard and Additional parts, 

is the Envelope Analysis. This type of analysis shows the mean values of the oscillations and 

the upper and lower envelopes of the oscillations. The calculation is done through the function 

ZF_envelopes. This functions also uses the splitting of the results to the time windows (like 

the Order Analysis), but no FFT is done. Instead of it, the functions find the maximum and 

minimum value in the window, which are then saved for the upper and lower envelopes. The 

mean value in the window is then calculated by built-in function mean, in which are as inputs 

used all values from the analyzed window. The maximum, minimum and mean values 

(calculated by equation (5.2) on page 37) are then saved to the result array and the time values 

for each window are saved to the array OA_t.  

5.4.3.3 Plot of the results 

When the analysis is done and the result array is created, then next step is to plot the 

anylsis results. As was defined in the Parameters_Creeping file, the results can be shown 

depending on the time or on the engine torque, which is controlled by the parameter x_type. If 

this parameter is to 0, then the results are plotted depending on the time. That is done by 

calling the function ZF_plot_curve(OA_t, result), which plots the analysis result values in the 

result array in the prepared subplot figure. After it also the x-axis label is set to “Time [s]” and 

x-axis and y-axis limits are set by the parameters x_scale and y_scale from the 

Parameters_Creeping file. 

Second option of plotting the results is in the dependency on the mean engine torque. This is 

done when the parameters x_type is set to 1. For this plotting is important to have the same 
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amount of the values in the torque array T0 and analysis array result and the same values in 

the time array OA_t. This is secured by the same number of rotations in each windows – the 

rotational speed is the same for all analysis. Then it can said that the values in the result array 

are corresponding to the torque values in the T0 array – that means that each result in the 

result array happened during the torque on the same position in the T0 array. 

Because the mean engine torque can change during the time of simulation up and down, 

depending on the outside loadings on the vehicle, the values do not have to be in the right 

order needed for the plotting. The result array and T0 array are then sorted by the function 

ZF_sort_x_by_y, which sorts the T0 values from the lowest to the highest value, saves it to the 

new array OA_x. Then the function sorts the values in the result array to the same spots where 

the corresponding torque values are in the sorted OA_x array and saves them into new array 

result1. Then the sorted values are plotted by the function ZF_plot_curve(OA_x, result1), 

the x-axis label is set to “Engine Torque [Nm]” and x-axis and y-axis limits are set by the 

parameters x_scale and y_scale. 

After the plotting the process goes back to the 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_standard_plot_or_report, which then add into the result plots the 

limit curves. These limit can be defined by values in the .txt file and saved next to the 

Parameters_Creeping file, in which also has to be defined the name of the .txt file. If the limit 

.txt file is defined, then it is loaded, interpolated between the points by a linear function and 

then plotted by a dashed line into the plot of the analyzed results. When the subplot is 

finished, then the idle speed and consumer torque loop are done again, until the whole figure 

of the subplots is finished. Then it is saved by the name defined on the beginning of the gear 

variant loop, which is then finished too and goes again, if there is another gear variant of the 

simulation. 

5.4.4 Vehicle speed plot 

 

Figure 5.9 Scheme of the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_vehicle_speed_plot function 

The last analysis done in the section of the standard analysis section is the vehicle 

speed plot. The layout of the function can be seen on the Figure 5.9. The scheme is very 

similar to the previous analysis function, the biggest difference is in the gear loop changed 

only to the initialization and plotting section – that means that the velocities of the different 

gear variant will be shown in the same subplot. At first the figure and empty subplot is 

prepared by the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot function. Then the loop of the gear 

variants is entered and the results for the corresponding variant are imported by the 

SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_analyze_init function. This function from the results imports the 

time array t and the velocity values array v. These results are then plotted to the prepared 

subplot by the ZF_plot_curve(t,v) function. Then the loop of the gear variants goes again, 

until all speed of the gears variant are plotted to the subplot. When the subplot is done, then 
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the loops of the idle speed variants and consumer torques variant goes again, until the figure is 

filled by the all results of the vehicle speeds. Then the figure is saved to the 05_Creeping 

folder. 

5.4.5 ZF parts analysis 

The last type of the analysis needed to be done in the analysis process is the processing 

of the ZF parts results. In this thesis will be described only the creation of the analysis of the 

2-stage predamper, which was needed for the comparison with the experiment. The rest of the 

ZF parts (DMF, CPVA, Clutch Disc, C1, C2) will be implemented later in the Creeping 

loadcase, because each torsional damper needs very special analysis approach because of 

different types of the results. All analysis of the ZF parts are handled by the function 

SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_05_analyze_ZF_parts, which is executing functions for analysis of 

each torsional damper type. 

5.4.5.1 2-stage Predamper 

For the analysis of the 2-stage predamper results was created the function 

SimDVP_2_0_Predamper_2stage_05_plot_or_report. Scheme of this function can be seen on 

the Figure 5.10. The inputs into the function are the results loaded from the Results.mat file, 

then the array containing the Engine Mean Torque results and the two parameters files, which 

are Parameters_Creeping file and Predamper_2_stage file, which is containing data about the 

scaling of the subplots. 

 

Figure 5.10 Scheme of the SimDVP_2_0_Predamper_2stage_05_plot_or_report function 

The layout of the analysis is very similar to the precious functions – the loop of the gear 

variants again contains the whole process and the loops for the idle speed variants and 

consumer torque variants are beginning with the picking of the corresponding engine torque 

results. Then the subplot is prepared by the SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_prepare_plot function 

and number for search of the results is obtained by the ZF_get_variant_index function. This 

variant number is then used in the ZF_get_result function to get the results of the predamper 

angle dphi, engine speed om and the time t. The engine speed is then integrated by the 

ZF_integral function to get the crankshaft angle phi. When the all results are prepared, the 

ZF_envelopes function process the time results t, crankshaft angle phi and predamper angle 

dphi. The number of rotations is set to 2, so the results are corresponding to the engine torque 

results. The ZF_envelopes functions output results are the values of the maximum angle 

y_max, minimum angle y_min, mean angle y_mean and the time array t_mean. 

When the envelope analysis is finished, then it is time to plot the results. If the parameter 

x_type is set to 0, then the maximum, minimum and mean angle results y_min, y_max and 

y_mean are plotted in dependency on the time t_mean from the same analysis. 

If the parameter x_type is set to 1, then the plot has to be done in the dependency on the mean 

engine torque. Then the values y_min, y_max and y_mean are sorted by the ZF_sort_x_by_y 
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function with the respect to the T0 array values, which gives as output new arrays T01 and 

y_min for the minimum angle results, T02 and y_max for the maximum angle values and T03 

and y_mean for the mean angle results. Then there results are plotted to the prepared subplot 

by the ZF_plot_curve function. 

When the desired results are plotted, then it is also necessary to plot the block torques of the 

predamper stages. For it it is needed to calculate the block torques, which is done by the 

equations (5.7), where the Tb1x is the block torque of the 1
st
 stage, Tb2x is the block torque of 

the 2
nd

 stage, αb1x is the block angle of the 1
st
 stage, αb2x is the block angle of the 2

nd
 stage, 

k1 is the stiffness of the 1
st
 stage and k2 is the stiffness of the 2

nd
 stage. 

 𝑇𝑏1𝑥 = 𝛼𝑏1𝑥 ∗ 𝑘1 (5.7) 

 𝑇𝑏2𝑥 = 𝑇𝑏1𝑥 + 𝛼𝑏2𝑥 ∗ 𝑘2  

The indices x are corresponding to the direction of the predamper, because the predamper can 

have different block angles (and then different block torques) in the driving and coasting 

direction. Thus there are four values of the block torque calculated, which are then plotted 

into the subplots of the predamper results. 

 

Figure 5.11 Example of the 2-stage predamper analysis results depending on the engine torque 

When the plot is finished, then the loops are done again, until all variants are analyzed. Then 

the figure is saved to the 05_Creeping folder. The example of the 2-stage predamper analysis 

result can be seen on the Figure 5.11. 

5.5 SimDVP_2_0_Creeping_report function 

The report function is made for collecting the figures created by the 

SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_analyze_results function and creating the LaTEX code, which is 

in the end transformed to the PDF report. This function has the same structure and uses the 

same main functions as the SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_analyze_results function – the only 

difference is, that on the beginning the mode value is set to ‘report’ – that leads in the main 

functions into the structure shown on Figure 5.12, which is doing the reporting of the results. 
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Figure 5.12 Scheme of the report structure implemented into the analysis files 

The structure is repeated in the loop depending on the number of the gear variants – each gear 

variant has its separate page (only exception is the report of the Vehicle speed, which has only 

one page). At first, the filename is set by the same process as in the part analysis. This name is 

then used for finding the correct figure of the result in the 05_Creeping folder. Then the 

headline of the page is set in format “Gear i”, where i is the selected gear in the reported 

results. Then the collected figure is reported to this page and also a commentary is add to the 

end of the page (this is user defined and can be add by modifying the commentary.xls file in 

the MainControl directory). When the page is prepared, then it is saved to the Temp folder in 

the MainControl directory. When all pages are reported and the report is ready to be exported, 

the MainControl calls the function SimDVP_2_0_finish, which compiles the created LaTEX 

code and creates the PDF report of the simulation. 
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6 Comparison with the experimental data 

In this chapter will be introduced experimental results from the real test of the car in the 

creeping conditions. Then this data will be processed to the dependency on the engine torque 

and compared with the results from the simulation done on the simulation model for the 

creeping loadcase and analyzed by the newly made functions for this loadcase. 

6.1 Experiment description 

The experiment was done on a compact front wheel drive car. Engine used in the car 

was a 1,6l turbocharged diesel engine with maximum power 81 kW at 3000 rpm maximum 

engine torque 250 at 1500 rpm and the transmission had 6 gears. Torsional dampers used in 

the car were a 2-stage predamper with very soft characteristic (used for idle and creeping 

conditions) and a main damper with stiffer characteristic (used for open throttle conditions). 

Parameters of the dampers are shown in Tab. 6-1. 

Tab. 6-1 Parameters of the torsional damper used in the experiment 

Parameter Predamper Main Damper 

1
st
 stage stiffness [Nm/°] 0,13 14,8 

1
st
 stage block angle [°] 7 (drive) / 3 (coast) 4,8 (drive) / 0 (coast) 

1
st
 stage friction torque [Nm] 0,07 6,3 

2
nd

 stage stiffness [Nm/°] 0,85 23,0 

2
nd

 stage block angle [°] 9 (drive) / 7 (coast) 12,2 (drive) / 9 (coast) 

2
nd

 stage friction torque [Nm] 0,9 6,3 

The characteristic of each damper can be seen on Figure 6.1. The blue characteristic is 

subjected to the predamper and the red characteristic is subjected to both dampers working 

together (because during the loading the predamper always works and when it is pressed, then 

the main damper starts to work). On the x-axis is the grade of the damper, on the right y-axis 

is the torque applied on the predamper and on the left y-axis is the torque applied on both 

dampers.  

 

Figure 6.1 Characteristics of the predamper and main damper 

The loading of the car was driving alternately downhill and uphill with no gas added. The test 

track went first downhill with a grade of 2% (around 5 seconds), then uphill 
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with a grade of 2% (around 10 seconds), then again downhill with 2% grade (around 5 

seconds), then again uphill with 2% grade (around 15 seconds), then the idle behavior was 

checked by running the engine on neutral speed and then the worse vibration conditions were 

made by pushing the gear stick without the clutch – that is done by the testers for having 

calibration data for the post processing. This test was done for the first gear – for second was 

the same test performed, only with different time of the loadings. 

In the car were two sensors of the angular velocity. First one was loaded on the shaft from the 

flywheel to the primary side of the predamper – because the flywheel is a solid part of the 

shaft from the engine to the damper, this sensor actually brought the rotational speed of the 

crankshaft. Second sensor was placed on the input shaft of the gearbox. Because the engine 

torque during the test were not too high to make the main damper work (so the secondary side 

after the predamper acts like a solid), then we can that the sensor results are also results of the 

secondary side of the predamper. Results from both sensors for both gears can be seen on 

Figure 6.2. On this figure also can be seen the idle speed of the engine during the creeping, 

which was oscillated around 900 rpm. 

 

Figure 6.2 Experimental results from the sensors 

6.2 Post processing of the experimental data 

Before the simulation of the experiment is modelled and the data are compared, it is needed to 

post process the data from the experiment. Reason is that the results of the acceleration 

depending on the engine torque are needed, so they can be compared directly with the results 

of the simulation. 

The whole post processing is done in Matlab with using some of the ZF functions. First the 

values from signal are loaded into the workspace by ZF_simx_load function. Then the signal 

from the engine shaft is converted to the angle values by function ZF_convert_signal, which 

makes the numerical integration of the signal – these values then represents the angle of the 

crankshaft. Now, when the crankshaft angle is known, it is possible to make an order analysis 

by calling the ZF_order_analysis function. As an input into this function is also set option 

“transform_mode = ‘rpm_to_rad/s^2’”, which tells the function, that it has to convert the 

rotational speed to the rotational accelerations before the analysis starts. Results from the 
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order analysis are the amplitudes of the angular acceleration of the engine output shaft and 

also the gearbox input shaft and they are shown on Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3 Angular accelerations of the engine output shaft and gearbox input shaft during the experiment 

For the next parts of the analysis is possible to make the results short by taking the snaps only 

from the areas where the predamper is working. These areas can be recognized by sudden 

drops in the acceleration of the Gearbox input shaft. In the first gear, this drop can be seen on 

the beginning of the drive, so the part of the results to be analyzed is defined to be between 0 

and 8 second of the experiment time. In the second gear the snap is taken from 5 to 13 

seconds, where are two drops next to each other observed. 

Then the original signals from this part are loaded again and they are processed by the 

function ZF_speeds_to_dphi. This function integrats signals from both sides of the damper 

and then subtracts them from each other. This gives as a result the angle difference between 

the primary and secondary side of the damper. 

Now is possible to calculate the torque in the predamper which can be used as an engine 

torque – when the predamper is working, then the torque in the predamper is the same as the 

engine torque. For the calculation of the torque values is then needed to make a function of a 

torque dependency on the angle of the damper. This is done by linear interpolation with using 

the maximum angles in the signal and block torques calculated from the block angles and 

stiffness of the predamper. Then the acceleration results of the order analysis are sorted with 

the torque values by the ZF_sort_x_by_y function, which gives the final dependency of the 

Gearbox acceleration on the torque of the engine – shown on Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Dependency of the experimental results of the angular acceleration of the Gearbox on the Engine torque 

6.3 Simulation model 

Now, when the results from the experiment are post processed, next step is to perform 

the simulation and then compare the results with the results from the experiment. First it is 

needed to build the simulation model in the SimulationX software. Then it will be exported 

and all parameters will be defined in the parameters files for the loadcase and for the 

drivetrain parts. Finally, the simulation will be run, analyzed and reported by the functions 

created in chapter 5. 

6.3.1 SimulationX model 

At first it is necessary to build the SimulationX model, which will be done manually in 

the SimulationX software. As was defined in chapter 3, the basic three objects needed for the 

Creeping simulation are the Idle Controller, Driving Resistance block and the 

SimDVP_Creeping block, so they are added into the simulation model. 

Next object in the model is the Engine, which is defined by the Generic Engine block. This 

block defines the engine by adding the torque data values to a specified engine speed values – 

the rest is then approximated by the linear interpolation. Also the consumer torque of the 

auxiliary devices has to be modelled – that is done by the Friction Against Absolute block, 

which is modelling the consumer torque like a resisting torque, which is then dissipated. This 

block uses also the fade_in block for smooth run up on the start of the simulation. 

Next parts modelled in the drivetrain are the Flywheel and Clutch cover inertias. These are 

definitely present and needed to be modelled at least on an approximately basis, because the 

vehicle does not have the Dual Mass Fylwheel, which will contain both of them inside. 

After the Clutch Cover the torsional damper itself is modelled by two blocks. At first is the 

block of the Main Damper and then the 2-stage Predamper block is following. Next part is the 

Gearbox, from which are going two paths – one to each Side Shaft. This model contains only 

two Side Shafts directly connected to the Gearbox and two Wheels, because the vehicle is 

front wheel driven. After the wheels the paths are connected back and lead to the Vehicle, 
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which is modelled by the linear mass. At the end, the Vehicle is connected to the Driving 

Resistance block. The whole model, as was described, can be seen on Figure 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.5 Layout of the SimulationX model 

In this model are around 150 input parameters, which are later handled by the SimDVP 

parameters files. There are also 15 output parameters of the simulation, which contains the 

engine and standard parts results, Main Damper angle and Predamper angle. This model is 

then exported with all the parameters to the executable file and parameters.txt and 

solversettings.txt files.  

6.3.2 File of drivetrain parameters 

Now, when the model is prepared and exported, it is necessary to defined all the input 

parameters needed for the simulation model parts and loadcase. At first, the parts parameters 

will be defined. These are divided to multiple files, depending on the part types. In the 

simulation model can be seen 4 parts, which need its separate parameter files – Engine, 

Gearbox, 2-stage Preadamper and Main Damper. The parameters of the rest parts will be 

defined in the Drivetrain parameter file – except of the Driving Resistance Block and the 

SimDVP_Creeping block, which parameters are going to be defined in the 

Parameters_Creeping file. 

6.3.2.1 Engine parameters 

The Engine parameters file is taken from the template with default values. Because the 

engine data are very rough, there are known only few parameters – number of cylinders n_cyl 

(4-cylinder engine), type of the fuel type_fuel (Diesel) and geometry of the engine (bore, 

stroke, length of the connecting rod L_conrod). The oscillating mass m_p and crankshaft 

intertia J_crank are taken from previous simulation done in ZF with an engine with very 

similar parameters, also as the values of the engine drag torque T_drag. The engine mean 

torque defined in the parameters T_eng were derived from the known maximal torque 250 

Nm and the assumption that the engine does not use the full power in the idle speed. That is 

why the value is set to 140 Nm, which leads to better scaling of the engine torque during the 

simulation, which helps to better controlling of the engine by the Idle Controller. 

The rest of the parameters defined in the parameters file are used for tuning the engine 

behavior to get the right torque curve. These parameters are set to the default value in the 

object, because the torque curve of the engine in the idle speed is not known, so the 

simulation will be assume with constant engine torque through the idle part of the engine 

speed. In the end there are defined parameters for the order used for the Order Analysis and 
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scaling of the gas factor. These parameters are used only during the Characteristic loadcase, 

when the behavior of the engine itself is investigated. All parameters defined and used in the 

simulation are shown on Figure 6.6. 

% Basic Parameters 
Engine.n_cyl                    =  4; 
Engine.type_fuel                =  2;     % 0 = Manual, 1 = Petrol, 2 = Diesel, 3 = Diesel CV 
Engine.m_p                      =  0.500; 
Engine.J_crank                  =  0.04; 
Engine.n_cod                    =  1; 
Engine.bore                     =   79.5 * ZF_SI ('mm'); 
Engine.stroke                   =   80.5 * ZF_SI ('mm'); 
Engine.L_conrod                 =  135.0 * ZF_SI ('mm'); 
 
% Characteristic 
Engine.n_om  = 2; 
Engine.om1   = 0 * ZF_SI ('rpm');       Engine.T_eng1  = 140; 
Engine.om2   = 2000 * ZF_SI ('rpm');    Engine.T_eng2  = 140; 
 
Engine.T_drag1  = 20;   Engine.T_add1  =  0; 
Engine.T_drag2  = 22;   Engine.T_add2  =  0; 
 
% Manual Excitation 
Engine.factor_torque_manual_0_  = 2; 
Engine.factor_torque_manual_1_  = 1; 
Engine.phase_torque_manual_0_   = 0 * ZF_SI ('deg'); 
Engine.phase_torque_manual_1_   = 0 * ZF_SI ('deg'); 
 
% Advanced Settings 
Engine.factor_coast             =  0.9; 
Engine.o_noise                  =  0.50; 
Engine.x_noise                  =  0.00; 
Engine.t_fade_in                =  0.5; 
Engine.n_rot                    =  2; 
Engine.mode_extrapol            =  1; 
 
% Additional Settings for SimDVP analysis 
Engine.SimDVP.analyze_order     = Engine.n_cyl / 2; 
Engine.SimDVP.characteristic_gas_vec = [0, 0.5, 1]; 

Figure 6.6 Parameters of the engine used in the simulation 

6.3.2.2 Gearbox parameters 

Next part, which parameters have to be defined, is the Gearbox. The Gearbox 

properties were not defined in the experiment results, fortunately these was at least a code 

number of it. By this code number was found an older simulation, which was performed with 

the same type of the Gearbox. The data then can be a little bit different than the one used in 

the real vehicle, but generally it should be similar. The input parameters are shown on Figure 

6.7. 

 
Figure 6.7 Parameters of the gearbox used in the simulation 

6.3.2.3 The 2-stage Predamper parameters 

The Predamper characteristic is defined by the Predamper_2_stage file, which was 

used and customized from the default template file in the SimDVP. In this file was changed 

the stiffness and block angles of the Predamper stages and then the Characteristic loadcase 

was run a multiple times, during which the other parameters were tuned to get the 

characteristic of the Predamper close to the characteristic shown on the Figure 6.1, which was 

achieved after multiple iterations. The final parameters are shown on part of the 

Predamper_2_stage file in Figure 6.8. 
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% Basic Parameters 
P_2stage.J_hubdisc                   =  0.1 * ZF_SI('gm^2'); 
P_2stage.J_predamper_sec             =  0.05 * ZF_SI('gm^2'); 
P_2stage.J_hub                       =  0.2 * ZF_SI('gm^2'); 
P_2stage.dphi_hub                    =  0.2 * ZF_SI('°'); 
P_2stage.phi_max_drive               =  16 * ZF_SI('°'); 
P_2stage.phi_max_coast               =  10 * ZF_SI('°'); 
 
% Predamper 1st stage 
P_2stage.J_slideshoes                =  2.5e-7; 
 
P_2stage.k_predamper1                =  0.13 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
P_2stage.T_friction_predamper1       =  0.3; 
P_2stage.T0_predamper1               =  0.07; 
 
% Predamper 2nd Stage 
P_2stage.k_predamper2                =  0.85 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
P_2stage.phi0_predamper2_drive       =  7 * ZF_SI('°'); 
P_2stage.phi0_predamper2_coast       =  3 * ZF_SI('°'); 
P_2stage.T0_predamper2               =  0.2; 
 
P_2stage.F_axial_predamper2          =  500; 
P_2stage.r_friction                  =  25 * ZF_SI('mm'); 
P_2stage.mu                          =  0.1; 
 
% Advanced Settings 
P_2stage.b_rel                       =  0.0002; 
P_2stage.k_contact                   =  200 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
P_2stage.b_rel_contact               =  0.0002; 
P_2stage.k_friction                  =  200 * ZF_SI('Nm/deg'); 
P_2stage.b_rel_friction              =  0.001; 

Figure 6.8 Parameters of the 2-stage Predamper used in the simulation 

Also the analysis options were defined in the file of the 2-stage Predamper. The parameters of 

the analysis are only two – the bool parameter is set to 1 (the analysis should be performed) 

and the parameter y_scale is setting the scaling of the y-axis in the results plot from -

15 to 20 degrees with automatic scaling turned on. 

6.3.2.4 Main Damper parameters 

The Main Damper parameters were defined the same way as the parameters of the 2-

stage Preadamper. The values of the damper stiffness were taken from the experiment and the 

block torques of each stage were calculated from the stiffness and block angles of each 

damper stage by equation (6.1), where Timax is the block torque of the Main Damper i-th stage, 

phiimax is the block angle of the Main Damper i-th stage and ki is the stiffness of i-th stage of 

the Main Damper. 

 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑘𝑖 (6.1) 

The rest of the parameters was again obtained by tuning checking the damper characteristic 

and then tuning them to get the characteristic close to the experimental shown on the Figure 

6.1. The final parameters are shown on Figure 6.9. The analysis parameters are not present in 

the Main Damper parameters file, because the Creeping loadcase does not have the 

opportunity to analyze behavior of this type. 
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% Basic Parameters 
D.J_prim              = 5 * ZF_SI('gm^2'); 
D.J_sec               = 1 * ZF_SI('gm^2'); 
D.T_friction          = 6.3; 
D.dphi_backlash       = 0 * ZF_SI('°'); 
D.T_friction_backlash = 0; 
 
% Arc Spring Characteristic 
D.phi_max            = 17 * ZF_SI('°'); 
D.phi_max_sheets_pos = 17 * ZF_SI('°'); 
D.phi_max_sheets_neg = 9 * ZF_SI('°'); 
D.T0                 = 0; 
D.T_max              = 310; 
D.b_rel              = 0.0002; 
D.n_k                = 2; 
D.k1                 = 14.8 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
D.k2                 = 23 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
D.k3                 = 205 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
D.T_max1             = 57.6; 
D.T_max2             = 290; 
 
% Friction due to Spring Cap 
D.r_sh      = 40 * ZF_SI('mm'); 
D.r_slide   = 50 * ZF_SI('mm'); 
D.mu        = 0; 
D.m_spring  = 10 * ZF_SI('g'); 
 
% Advanced Settings 
D.k_friction     = 20000 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
D.b_rel_friction = 0.0002; 
D.k_reduced      = 0.1; 
D.k_block        = 100000 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
D.b_rel_block    = 0.0002; 
D.mu_stick       = 0; 
D.k_contact      = 200000 * ZF_SI('Nm/°'); 
D.b_rel_contact  = 0.0002; 
D.dphi_sec_pos   = 0; 
D.dphi_sec_neg   = 0; 

Figure 6.9 Parameters of the Main Damper used in the simulation 

6.3.2.5 Drivetrain parts parameters 

Into the Drivetrain file were added all parameters not defined in the previous 

parameter files or in Parameters_Creeping file. Because none of these parameters were 

mentioned in the experiment, they were derived from previous simulations of cars with 

similar size, engine and drivetrain layout. Only default parameter is the settings of the Idle 

Controller, which was tested with it and its run was smooth, so there was no need of tuning it. 

All the parameters are shown on Figure 6.10. 

 

Figure 6.10 Drivetrain and Idle Controller parameters 

6.3.3 Parameters of the Creeping loadcase 

Last parameters file needed to be set is the Parameters_Creeping file, which sets up the 

initial conditions of the simulation and the parameters for the analysis of the simulation 

results.At first is needed to set the number and parameters of the variants by defining the idle 

speed, selected gears and consumer torques of the auxiliary devices. The idle speed of the 

engine and selected gears were selected by the data from the experiment – idle speed was 

there 900 rpm and the selected gears were 1
st
 and 2

nd
 gear. The consume torque during the 

experiment is unknown, so there were defined two variants – one with zero torque (this is not 

very usual, at least alternator has to be run to power the electronic of the car) and 20 Nm 
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of the consumer torque. Parameter gravity was turned off (it is used only during the analysis 

of the CPVA). 

Next step was to set the parameters of the forces. At first the fade_in parameter was set to 

5 seconds, so the influence of the forces is applied in a smooth run. Then the parameters of 

the Hill Grade Force were set up. The change of the hill grade delta_t was 20 seconds and the 

delay time t_delay was 5 seconds. The hill grade was changing from -3% of hill grade to 2% 

of hill grade. This was done because the simulation was not very stable from -2% to 2% and 

the one percent add to the negative hill grade got better results. The difference against the 

experiment is not significant, because the change from -2% to 2% is still included, so the 

torque needed to keep the car in moving state at this hill grade is also reached. 

Then the parameters of the Air Drag Force and Rolling Resistance Force were set. These 

parameters were assumed on the basis of the dimensions and parameters of the standard 

compact cars. The inaccuracy in these parameters will not have significant influence on the 

simulation results needed for comparison because the speed is very small, thus also the forces 

will be much smaller than the Hill Grade Force. The duration of the simulation tStop was set 

to 30 seconds. All set parameters can be seen on Figure 6.11. 

PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.om0                      = [900] * ZF_SI ('rpm'); 
PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.gear                     = [1,2]; 
PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.T_consumer               = [0, 20]; 
PAR.SimDVP_Creeping.k_gravity                = 0; 
 
PAR.driving_resistance.t_fade_in             = 5; 
 
% Hill Grade Resistance parameters 
PAR.driving_resistance.delta_t               = 20; 
PAR.driving_resistance.t_delay               = 5; 
PAR.driving_resistance.hg_start              = -3 * ZF_SI ('%'); 
PAR.driving_resistance.hg_end                = 2 * ZF_SI ('%'); 
 
% Air Resistance Parameters 
PAR.driving_resistance.rho                   = 1.2; 
PAR.driving_resistance.cd                    = 0.3; 
PAR.driving_resistance.A_vehicle             = 2.5; 
 
% Rolling Resistance 
PAR.driving_resistance.F_extern              = 0; 
PAR.driving_resistance.c0                    = 0.01; 
PAR.driving_resistance.c100                  = 0.015; 
 
PAR.tStop                                    = 30; % 0: time of solversettings.txt is used 

Figure 6.11 Initial conditions and force parameters for the Creeping loadcase 

Next parameters set in the Parameters_Creeping file are the set up parameters for the analysis 

and report. The analysis order parameter analyzer_order is set to 2, because the orders are 

always set by number of cylinders divided by 2. The parameters model_pic.bool and 

summary_table.bool are telling the report function, if the model picture and summary table of 

some results should be shown – they are set to 1, so they will be included in the report. Next 

two parameters are important – it is the type of the x-axis and its scaling. The parameter 

x_type is set to 1 – that means the results will be shown in dependency on the engine torque. 

The parameter x_scale is set to [-10, 10, 0], which means that the results will be shown from -

10 to 10 Nm and the values on the x-axis will be automatically scaled. 
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PAR.display_model_pic.bool = 1; 

PAR.analyze_order          = [2]; 

PAR.summary_tables.bool    = 1; 

PAR.x_scale                = [-10, 10, 0]; 

PAR.x_type                 = 1; % 0 == Time, 1 == Engine Torque 

 

% Engine Torque Always Plotted vs. Time 

PAR.T_engine.bool                   = 1; 

PAR.T_engine.x_scale                = [0, 0, 0]; 

PAR.T_engine.y_scale                = [-40, 200, 0]; 

 

PAR.om_engine.bool                      = 1; 

PAR.om_engine.y_scale                   = [0, 0, 0]; 

PAR.om_engine.value_type                = 0; % Amplitude == 0, RMS == 1, Peak-to-Peak == 2 

PAR.om_engine.analyze_type              = 0; % Order Analysis == 0, Orders and Envelopes == 1 

PAR.om_engine.analyze_orders            = 'global'; % Type 'global' or a vector like [2, 4] 

PAR.om_engine.target_unit               = 'rad/s^2'; 

PAR.om_engine.limits                    = ''; 

 

PAR.om_gearbox.bool                     = 1; 

PAR.om_gearbox.y_scale                  = [0, 0, 0]; 

PAR.om_gearbox.value_type               = 0; % Amplitude == 0, RMS == 1, Peak-to-Peak == 2 

PAR.om_gearbox.analyze_type             = 0; % Order Analysis == 0, Orders and Envelopes == 1 

PAR.om_gearbox.analyze_orders           = 'global'; % Type 'global' or a vector like [2, 4] 

PAR.om_gearbox.target_unit              = 'rad/s^2'; 

PAR.om_gearbox.limits                   = 'test3.txt'; 

Figure 6.12 Analysis and report parameters for the simulated Creeping loadcase 

Then the parameters for each result are defined. On Figure 6.12 are shown only the results, 

which will be analyzed and exported – these results have generally set automatic scaling 

(except of the Engine Torque plot y-axis) and the analysis will be done by the Order Analysis 

(analyze_type parameters set to 1). Both analysis results will be shown as Amplitude values 

(value_type parameters set to 1) and the analysis orders are taken from the general 

Parameters_Creeping file setting (parameters analyze_orders set to ‘global’). The units of the 

results are set to ‘rad/s^2’, because the results will be the angular accelerations.  The limits 

curves are set only in the angular acceleration of the gearbox – there is set the test3.txt file, 

which contains the results calculated from the experimental data in subchapter 6.2. 

There was also set one more Parameters_Creeping file, which was set by the same parameters 

except the x_type parameter, which was set to 0 (dependency on time). This was done to 

compare the Engine and Gearbox accelerations to see, if the simulation is tuned correctly. 

6.3.4 MainControl file 

The last file needed for the simulation is the MainControl file. This was done by 

customization of the default MainControl standardly used for the simulations. In the 

beginning are set the labels of the report (name of the report file, name of the author, SAP 

number, type of the report file, name of the report, language and division).  Then all the 

scripts of the parts and Creeping loadcase are loaded and reported. Then it is done the running 

of the Characteristics loadcase used for the check of the Engine, Predamper and Main Damper 

properties. Next step is the running and analyzing of the Creeping simulation by the function 

created in chapter 5. In the end the report is compiled by the SimDVP_2_0_finish function. 

The MainControl used for the simulation is shown on the Figure 6.13. 
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clear; clc;close all; 
SimDVP_2_0_init ('Creeping_test', 'Volek', '123 456 789', ... 
            {'pdf'}, 'Creeping comparison', 'en','VUT'); 
 
ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Creeping', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 
ZF_run_script ('Engine_Creeping_generic', '..\common_data\parts\'); 
ZF_run_script ('MD', 'data\'); 
ZF_run_script ('Predamper_2_stage', 'data\'); 
ZF_run_script ('Gearbox', '..\common_data\parts\'); 
ZF_run_script ('Drivetrain', '..\common_data\parts\'); 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_00_report_data ('Data'); 
 
ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Predamper_2stage_characteristic', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 
ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Clutch_characteristic', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 
ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Engine_characteristic', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 
 
config = ''; 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_01_characteristic (config); 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_01_analyze_results (config); 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_01_report (config); 
 
ZF_run_script ('Parameters_Creeping', '..\common_data\loadcases\'); 
 
config = 'Creeping'; 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_05_Creeping (config, '..\user_models\07_Creeping_MD_PD\', '07_Creeping.exe'); 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_05_analyze_results(config); 
SimDVP_2_0_All_Parts_05_report (config); 
 
SimDVP_2_0_finish (); 

Figure 6.13 MainControl file used for the simulation of the experimental vehicle 

6.3.5 Solver settings 

The last step before running the simulation is the adjusting of the solver setting. The 

solver used for the simulation is the CVODE implicit solver exported with the model from the 

SimulationX. This solver is the most used in SimulationX, as it provides good stability with 

a very good time performance. 

The default values of the solver are kept, only the minimal time step dtMin is changed to 10
-12

 

and the maximum time step dtMax is changed to 10
-4

. This is made to provide better stability 

of the simulation. Other parameters are defining for example the Absolute and Relative 

tolerance (absTol, relTol), Block Tolerance (blockTol), use of the hysteresis during the 

simulation or the minimal time step, when the output results are saved (dtProtMin). All solver 

setting are shown on Figure 6.14. 

dtProtMin = 2.000000e-04 
tStart = 0 
tStop = 30 
dtMin = 1.000000e-12 
dtMax = 2.000000e-04 
absTol = 1.000000e-06 
relTol = 1.000000e-06 
traceOn = 1 
saveMode = 1 
ignoreMinMax = 0 
mode = 1 
zeros = 1 
limitdtMin = 0 
effJac = 2 
parJac = 0 
maxOrder = 5 
epsilon = 1.000000e-11 
hysteresis = 1 
blockTol = 1.000000e-08 
blockLinSolv = -1 
threadLimit = -1 
assertOn = 1 
assertTraceOn = 0 

Figure 6.14 Parameters of the used solver 

6.4 General results depending on time 

At first the results depending on time will be shown. On this results will be checked the 

run of the engine torque with the forces acting against the vehicle, and then the accelerations 

of the engine and gearbox will be compared with the Predamper angle (which will explain the 

drops in the acceleration) and the results will be compared with the experimental results. This 

will be done for both gears, as to show the differences of the simulation results against the 

experiment. 
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6.4.1 Engine torque and Forces acting on the vehicle – Gear 1 

In this section will be compared the Mean Engine torque during the simulation with 

the sum of the External forces acting on the vehicle. On Figure 6.15 can be seen the graph of 

the External forces (Rolling Resistance force, Hill Grade force and Air Drag force) acting 

against the vehicle movement (negative values means acting against the vehicle movement). 

 

Figure 6.15 Sum of the External forces acting against the vehicle (negative is against the vehicle) – Gear 1 

On the Figure 6.15 can be seen that from the beginning the force is rising and helping the 

vehicle in the movement – the rising is the effect of the fade in time and the positive values 

are because of the negative hill grade. On Figure 6.16) can be seen the graph of the Mean 

engine torque (shown from time at 5 seconds, when the fade in was over, in which can be 

seen also the 0 value at the time approximately 13 seconds. That can be assumed a correct 

result, because the engine has no work to do, because no loading is applied on the vehicle in 

this time. 

 

Figure 6.16 Mean engine torque during the simulation – Gear 1 
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The Figure 6.16 itself also fits the external loading of the vehicle – the engine is trying to keep 

the vehicle on the same speed, so when the forces are pulling the vehicle, the engine has to 

produce the negative torque to slow down the vehicle. The torque produced with the 

consumer torque is the same, it is only shifted 20 Nm up – that is the effect of the auxiliary 

devices, which forces the engine to produce more torque to satisfy the needs of the consuming 

devices. 

6.4.2 Damper angle and accelerations of the engine and gearbox – Gear 1 

 

Figure 6.17 2-stage Predamper angle change during the simulation time – Gear 1 

On Figure 6.17 can be seen the angle dependency of the angle of the 2-stage 

Predamper on the time of the simulation. The zero mean angle of the Predamer is achieved at 

the simulation time 13 seconds, again because the mean torque is equal zero too. The working 

part of the Predamper can be seen from 11 seconds to 15 seconds, where the maximum and 

minumim values are much further from the mean values than in the rest of the graph. This 

shows that the most working part of the damper is the 1
st
 stage and the 2

nd
 stage is much 

stiffer, so it is not damping as much as the soft 1
st
 stage. 
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Figure 6.18 Engine and gearbox acceleration amplitude during the simulation - 1st gear 

The damping characteristic is also the reason, why on Figure 6.18 the only drop in the 

gearbox acceleration is in the same time, as the damper is working. The drop is very similar to 

the drop in the first seconds of the on the Figure 6.3, where the car is also going through the 

hill grade change from the downhill to the uphill grade. Also the engine acceleration has 

similar tendency as the engine torque in the experiment on the Figure 6.3, and it was tuned to 

have the similar values in the 1
st
 gear without the consumer.  

6.4.3 Engine torque and Forces acting on the vehicle – Gear 2 

 

Figure 6.19 Sum of the External forces acting against the vehicle (negative is against the vehicle) – Gear 2 

On the Figure 6.19 is shown the graph of the External forces acting against the vehicle 

during the simulation on 2
nd

 gear. The tendency is very similar to the 1
st
 gear, only difference 

is that the zero value of the forces is coming 0.2 seconds earlier. That is because of the 

Rolling Resistance force and Air Resistance force influence – the car is going higher speed 

(16 km/h against 6 km/h in the 1
st
 gear), so these two forces are higher. 
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Figure 6.20 Mean engine torque during the simulation – Gear 2 

The Mean engine torque during simulation is then showed on Figure 6.20. There can be seen 

one difference against the 1st gear – the values are getting closer twice to the zero value. The 

first wave, when the engine was oscillating around the zero values is around 9 second of the 

simulation. This wave is due to the Idle Controller reaction – the reaction is slower, because 

the smaller gear ratio means that the engine has to produce higher torque, which leads the Idle 

Controller to use higher gas factor for keeping the idle speed on the desired level. This then 

leads to higher differences in the engine torque, until the idle speed is stabilized.  

6.4.4 Damper angle and accelerations of the engine and gearbox – Gear 2 

 

Figure 6.21  Predamper angle change during the simulation time – Gear 2 

On the Figure 6.21 are shown the results of the 2-stage Predamper angle. There can be 

seen the activity of the damper in two areas. The first area is in the section where the Idle 

Controller was stabilizing the idle speed of the engine. Here can be seen, that the Predamper 

angle values are moving around the end of the 1
st
 stage and beginning of the 2

nd
 stage, which 
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lead to an instability in the variant without the consumer torque included. In the second area, 

where the engine torque is crossing to the positive values, there can be again see the same as 

in the 1
st
 gear, when the Predamper is more working in the 1

st
 stage, but in the variant with the 

consumer it is working more, because the engine amplitude is higher in this case (can be seen 

on Figure 6.20). 

 

Figure 6.22 Engine and Gearbox acceleration amplitude during the simulation - Gear 2 

The accelerations of the engine and gearbox are shown on the Figure 6.22. Again there can be 

seen the work of the Predamper in lowering the gearbox angular acceleration amplitude in the 

areas, where the Predamper is working. Because the amplitudes are slightly higher than in the 

1st gear, the work of the 2nd stage can be seen now in the first drop at approximately 8 

seconds. The second drop at that time 9 seconds in the variant without consumer is because of 

the moving on the border of the 1st and 2nd stage of the Predamper. 

These results are more different from the experimental data on Figure 6.3, because the shape 

of the this dependency was worse to modelled without knowing the right parameters. That is 

why the comparison in the dependency on time is not ideal in the most of the times and is 

better to compare the results in the dependency on the torque. 

6.5 Comparison of the results depending on torque 

Now the results of angle of the Predamper and gearbox angular acceleration amplitude 

analyzed in dependency on the Mean Engine torque will be shown. The results of both gears 

in subchapter 6.2 on page 53 were exported to a .txt file and then used as a data for the limit 

curves, so the comparison can be better seen in both gears. The analyzed results done in the 

variant with the consumer torque have been automatically shifted by the analysis function to 

the zero torque by subtracting the consumer torque, so the results in different variants are 

comparable. 
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6.5.1 Acceleration of the gearbox – Gear 1 

 

Figure 6.23  Predamper angle in dependency on the Mean engine torque - Gear 1 

On Figure 6.23 is shown the angle of the Predamper in dependency on the Mean 

engine torque in the 1
st
 gear. This diagram confirms that the 1

st
 gear the Predamper is working 

mostly in the range of the 1
st
 stage – in the 2

nd
 there is some damping, but it is not very high 

because of the low engine torque amplitude. 

 

Figure 6.24  Gearbox angular acceleration amplitude in dependency on the Mean engine torque - Gear 1 

The angular acceleration amplitude on Figure 6.24 is showing the drops in the amplitude right 

in the torque values, where the Predamper 1st stage is working. The comparison with the 

experiment values (dashed line) shows that the simulation is relatively correct – the goal of 

determining the torque values when the damper is working is correct. The shape of the curves 

is very similar and the behavior around the damping area is not very different. The slight 

differences in the values are caused by the lack of the input data – must be taken into mind, 

that almost all damping coefficients and stiffness of driveline parts were derived from 
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previous similar simulations. In these conditions is possible to say that the Creeping model 

made the prediction of the behavior more or less well. 

6.5.2  Acceleration of the gearbox – Gear 2 

 

Figure 6.25  Predamper angle in dependency on the Mean engine torque - Gear 2 

On Figure 6.25 is shown the angle of the Predamper in dependency on the Mean 

engine torque when the 2
nd

 gear is selected. There can be seen the instability from the values -

6 Nm to -2 Nm, which are due to the moving on the edge of the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 stage, so it is not 

the problem of the Creeping process itself. In this case it is caused mostly by the instability of 

the idle speed in the beginning of the simulation. 

 

Figure 6.26  Gearbox angular acceleration amplitude in dependency on the Mean engine torque - Gear 2 

Figure 6.26 shows the dependency of the angular acceleration amplitude of the gearbox in 

dependency on the Mean engine torque. There also can be seen instabilities, as on Figure 

6.25. The comparison with the experimental data looks well as in the 1
st
 gear. The  shape of 

the experimental data function copies the shape of the data from the simulation.. The slight 
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differences are again present, but the representation of this graph shows much better that the 

simulation was done on the experiment data basis, than the dependency on time of the 

simulation on Figure 6.26, which can be taken as a success of the Creeping simulation model. 

As was said in the comparison with the 1st gear, the differences in the values could be 

improved if the simulation input data would be more correct. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis was focused implementing simulation of Creeping loadcase, which is 

defined as a driving the car in the idle speed conditions, into the existing simulation interface 

used in the ZF Group for investigating the behavior of the drivetrain when using torsional 

dampers. The biggest priority was to make a simulation process, which will analyze results in 

dependency on the simulation time or the Mean engine torque, respect the structure of the 

SimDVP interface, and be automatic, so there will be no need of any user intervention after 

the simulation process is started. 

At first it was needed to define, how the resistance in the drivetrain is made and how the 

engine torque is controlled. The engine is controlled by the Idle Controller, which is 

controlling the engine not to stall by adding the gas in case the engine does not produce 

enough power to keep the engine on the desired idle speed. The controlling is needed mostly, 

when the Driving Resistance Forces FDR are acting on the vehicle. As these forces were 

introduced three forces acting against the vehicle movement – Air Drag Force Fa, which is 

created by a resistance of the air against the moving vehicle, Rolling Resistance Force Fr, 

created by a rolling resistance of the tires, and the horizontal part of the Gravitation Force Fgx, 

which is acting on the vehicle, when it is moving against the hill grade. The Gravitation Force 

Fgx is the most important during the Creeping loadcase, because the other two forces are 

depending on the speed of the vehicle, which is very small during the running on the idle 

speed. 

Then the Idle Controller and Driving Resistance Forces were implemented into the 

SimulationX software, which is used for preparing and exporting the simulation model. 

The Idle Controller was taken from the existing Idle loadcase model and set up to keep the 

idle speed only on the value desired by the user. 

Then the Driving Resistance object was created. This object is connected to the end of the 

drivetrain to the moving mass modelling the vehicle and it is by its own blocks, which are 

connected into the sub-model of the object. The Rolling Resistance Force is modelled as a 

Friction Against Absolute block and it is defined by the vehicle speed and two coefficients c0 

and c100, which are approximating the function of the Resistance Coefficient cr in dependency 

on the vehicle speed. Rest of the forces was modelled as a Linear Force blocks. The Air Drag 

Force was defined by the cross-section area of the vehicle A, density of the air rho and Drag 

Coefficient cD. The Gravitation Force is modelled by the starting angle hgstart and angle on the 

end of the simulation hgend, between which are linear change of the angle during the time Δt. 

This is allowing the user to control the change of the Resistance Force, which provides the 

opportunity to change the torque produce by the engine. 

As a last object it was modelled the SimDVP_Creeping block, which has as inputs the desired 

idle speed om0, selected gear gear and the consumer torque from the auxiliary devices Tcons. 

This block is used for setting up the user variants (all three parameters can be defined by more 

values) and it also exports the standard results of the simulation. 

When the objects in SimulationX were done, it was needed to create files and functions 

needed for running and post processing of the simulation in the SimDVP interface. At first 

was created Parameters_Creeping file, in which were defined all parameters for the 

SimDVP_Creeping block and Driving Resistance block.  Also the parameters defining the 

post processing of the results are set up in this file. The most important parameter is the 
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x_value, which defines if the results should be shown in dependency on the time of the 

simulation or on the Mean engine torque. 

Next it was necessary to create functions running the simulation and post processing and 

reporting the simulation results. For this task were done three major functions, which overall 

are using around 20 sub functions. Most of these sub functions was needed to create or 

modify from different loadcases. The SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping function is substituting the 

input parameters of the simulation into the simulation model, runs the solver and then exports 

the results into the Results.mat file. 

This file is then processed by SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_analyze_results function, which 

takes the Results.mat file and process all results of the engine, standard parts, additional parts 

and ZF parts (torsional dampers) in the way defined by the user in the Parameters_Creeping 

file. The analysis in dependency on the Mean engine torque is done by analyzing of the 

engine torque by order analysis. Mean values of the engine torque from the analysis are then 

saved into new array T0, which is then provided for functions doing the analysis of the 

driveline parts. These functions make the order analysis with the same settings as the analysis 

of the engine torque, which gives the results corresponding to each other. In the plotting is 

then possible to show the results of the driveline parts corresponding to the engine torque, 

which was applied in the time window, in which the result of the part was analyzed. In the 

end all results are reported by the SimDVP_2_0_05_Creeping_report function, which 

prepares all results from the analysis for the export to the PDF report. 

The algorithm was tested by creating a simulation model of a known vehicle and comparing 

with the results from the experiment. The object was a compact car with 1,6 l diesel engine 

equipped with a 2-stage Predamper and a Main damper. The parameters known for this engine 

were maximum torque, gearbox data and characteristics of the Predamper and Main damper. 

The rest of the parameters were defined on the basis of the previous simulation of cars with 

similar size and driveline. The comparison was done for the angular acceleration of the input 

gearbox shaft in dependency on time and on Mean engine torque. 

The comparison in dependency on time in the 1
st
 gear showed that the results of the 

simulation in this gear fit the experiment results and the simulation is well tuned. The drops in 

the acceleration were shown in the places where the Predamper works as expected. 

Unfortunately, the comparison for the 2
nd

 gear was not so fitting to each other – the reason 

was the lack of data for the driveline and also the changes in the angular acceleration of the 

gearbox in the analysis window of the experimental data. The simulations results were also 

affected by the instability in the beginning of the simulation done by the Idle Controller 

initialization. 

The comparison in dependency on the Mean engine torque for the 1
st
 gear showed that the 

simulation model and process works well – the drops in the acceleration were in almost in the 

same places as the drops in the experimental data and also the shape of the curves was similar. 

Small differences were affected by the lack of the input data. The same is valid also for the 2
nd

 

gear comparison, where could be well seen, that the comparison in the dependency on the 

engine torque is more precise than in dependency on the time. The results again have drops in 

almost the same values of the torque and the shape of the simulation curve corresponds to the 

shape of the curve got from the experimental data. 

By the comparisons in the dependency on the engine torque can be said, that the simulation 

process works well and it has no problem in relatively fine predicting of the drivetrain 
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behavior. The problem is, that the simulation needs a lot of input data (the model based on the 

experiment needed around 150 input parameters), which affects the simulation correctness in 

case that the data from the customer are not complete – the more effort is then put on the user 

to get the correct data or to define them on the experience and results from the previous 

simulations. Overall a simulation based on the experiment with all known data will be very 

helpful in determining the correctness of the simulation process and help with future tuning of 

it to get better results. The future work on the process is also the deeper implementation into 

the SimDVP interface (adding the Creeping loadcase to the Model Builder) and also adding 

more ZF parts into the simulation part of the process, because now there were implemented 

only parts needed for the simulation model of the experimental vehicle.  
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List of the used indices 

Index Description Unit 

A Cross-section are of the vehicle m
2
 

Ai Amplitude of the i-th window  

c0 Rolling Resistance Coefficient at 0 km/h - 

c100 Rolling Resistance Coefficient at 100 km/h - 

cD Aerodynamic Drag Coefficient - 

cr Rolling Resistance Coefficient - 

e Offset of the tire resultant force m 

f Frequency of the engine rotation s
-1

 

Fa Aerodynamic drag force N 

Fb Braking force N 

FDR Driving resistance force N 

Fgx Horizontal part of the gravity force N 

Fr Rolling resistance force N 

Fw Propulsion force N 

Fz Resultant force of the tire N 

g Gravity acceleration m*s
-2

 

Gp PID Proportional gain - 

gas0 Initial gas factor - 

gasmax Maximal gas factor - 

gasmin Minimal gas factor - 

gas_factor Gas factor parameter - 

gear Selected gear - 

hgend Hill grade on the end of the simulation % 

hgstart Hill grade on the start of the simulation % 

idw Gear ratio of the final drive - 

itp Gear ratio of the gearbox - 

iom Idle speed variant index - 

ipos Subplot position index - 

iT_cons Consumer torque variant number - 

ISC Idle Speed Controller  

k1 Stiffness of the 1
st
 stage of the Predamper Nm/° 

k2 Stiffness of the 2
nd

 stage of the Predamper Nm/° 

m Mass of the vehicle kg 

Mr Rolling resistance moment Nm 

My Driving moment of the vehicle Nm 

nord Corresponding order number - 

nw Mean engine speed rpm 

om_diff_front Front differential input shaft rotational speed results output  

om_diff_rear Rear differential input shaft rotational speed results output  

om_engine Engine rotational speed results output  

om_gearbox Gearbox input shaft rotational speed results output  

om0 Initial rotational speed of the engine rpm 

omd Desired idle speed rpm 

omhigh High idle speed rpm 

omlow Low idle speed rpm 

omthreshold Threshold idle speed rpm 

PTPi Peak-to-Peak value  
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rw Tire radius m 

RMSi Root Mean Square value  

rotn Number of rotations in a window - 

t Time of the simulation s 

tdelay Delay time of the angle change s 

tstart Time on the beginning of the window s 

tstop Time on the end of the window s 

tw Mean time of the window s 

t_fade_in Fade in time s 

T Time constant of the PID Controller s 

Taux Consume torque of the auxiliary devices Nm 

Tb1x Block torque of the 1
st
 stage of the Predamper Nm 

Tb2x Block torque of the 2
nd

 stage of the Predamper Nm 

Tc Torque in the clutch Nm 

Td Torque in the driveshaft Nm 

Te Engine torque Nm 

Tf Torque in the final drive input shaft Nm 

Ti PID Integration time s 

Tp Torque in the propeller shaft Nm 

Tt Torque in the gearbox input shaft Nm 

Tw Torque applied on the wheel Nm 

T_consumer Consumer torque Nm 

T_diff_front Front differential input shaft torque results output Nm 

T_diff_rear Rear differential input shaft torque results output Nm 

T_engine Engine torque results output Nm 

T_gearbox Gearbox input shaft torque results output Nm 

T_sideshaft_FL Front left side shaft torque results output Nm 

T_sideshaft_FR Front right side shaft torque results output Nm 

T_sideshaft_RL Rear left side shaft torque results output Nm 

T_sideshaft_FL Rear right side shaft torque results output Nm 

v Vehicle speed km/h 

�̇� Acceleration of the vehicle m*s
-2

 

v_speed Vehicle speed results output  

α Angle of the hill grade ° 

αb1x Block angle of the 1
st
 stage of the Predamper ° 

αb2x Block angle of the 2
nd

 stage of the Predamper ° 

Δt Time of the hill grade change s 

ρ Air density kg*m
-3

 

 


